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TraUs ,tbat Crossed

was

One century ~o there
no attempt to "write-down" for chUdren,to abridge,.or
simplify; young people of any c:aliber were expected to cut their teeth ,on the Bible,
Pilgrim's ProgreS's, Poor Richard's Almanac, and Shakespeare-whether they understood
what was written or not.
No foolishness in those da~little ~etowaste on nonessen~. Our stem ciders
insisted that children learn what was <tgood for" them,1t and if the Bible, Pilgrim's Pro.gre~s,
and Shakespeare were filled with horror stories, to equal prese,nt..day,television,. that had
to be taken in stride. At least, their little. heads were being ctam,med with ,great literature.
A gradual and perceptible change tookplace,however-? with the adve,ntof J..oUisa
May Alcott's books which immediatdy beCome suc:cess£u1,largdybetaUs¢chUdren Were
portrayed real individuals and not little wooden Pu.ppetsas.most ad-u1t,.authors were
wont to portray them. Later such robust authors as Rudyard Kipling and .Jack :London
used their pens to hold the interest of young people. Now one.finds.stories of all types-on

as
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the market for children-light entertainment and serious subjects, poetry and prose,
specialized and technical, good and bad, graded for the tiny-tot to the teenager.
The inBuence of literature out of the West on the rest of the nation must not be
overlooked. In recent years, the Newbery Medal, the highest children's literature recognition in the United States, has been awarded to several writ¢rs with books of western
(Longmans, Green & Co., Inc.) by Laura Adams Armer
settings. Waterless Mountain
I
won the 1932 award with the story of one of the Navajo's sacred mountains and a boy's
steady belief that deep inside the mountain must hold water. Marguerite Henry, the 1949
winner for her King of the Wind (Rand McNally & Co.), also has written Brighty of the
Grand. Canyon, the story of a shaggy litde burro who roams freely up and down the
canyon walls. It is interestingly illustrated by Wesley Dennis, who illustrated Miss
Henry's other books.•.. And Now, Miguel! (Thomas Y. Crowell Co.) by Joseph Krumgold, the 1945 winner, has a Spanish-American setting in a valley at the foot of the Sangre
de Cristo Range. Ann Nolan Clark, who has written many beautiful books of the Southwest, won the 1953 Newbery award with Secret of the Andes (Viking Press).
However, for the sake of brevity and unity some boundary lines must be drawn. I
allowed the inhabitants of certain parts of the Southwest to draw the lines themselves.·
One cohesive thought throughout which binds the three different cultures together in
Southwest literature is the land in which they live-the desert with its everlasting sand
surrounded by jagged blue horizons of jutting mountains and purple mesas with the
turquoise sky and the blazing sun overhead-and the lack of water. Feuding over water
has triggered the plot of mor~ than one western story.
Of as much importance in Southwest literature as the lack of water are the people
who occupy this strange land of harsh winds and distant mountains-a people whose
paths crossed and criss-crossed, and met again. The contrast between these three cultures
is as great as that of the desert from the mountains and yet they are inalienably linked
together, for'we find th-at in the criss-crossing paths one often ov~rlaps another and
frequendy travels beside it for a distance, then abrupdy erupts into violent opposition.
The Indian, the ~osest aligned to the land; moving silendy in the rhythm of it,
sometimes fading completely into its backdrop of sun, cacti, and mesa, is influenced the
most by his heritage. Many of the books about the 'Pueblo, Navajo, and Apache have
captured the strange rhythm of this unfathomable land and the red man who has worn
the trails deep and smooth with the padding of his moccasined feet.
The trails start with The Lost Americans (Crowell) by Frank C. Hibben, illustrated
by John De Grasse. This is the fascinating story of the first Americans coming across _the
Bering Strait on a land bridge and working their way slowly down into the continent.
The book follows the evolution of these hardy hunters through the trails left of their flint
knives and javelin points from the time of the Sandia Man, to the Folsom Man, and down
to the time of the Yuma Man. Dr. Hibben, an active explorer and hunter, traced the story
ofthese intrepid hunters from Alaska to New Mexico.
Indians of the Pour Corners (Crowell) by Alice Ma~riott is of the Anasazi {The
. . Ones) ancestors o~ the Hopi and the other Pueblo people and of the Apaches
NMQ XXX: 3
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who lived in Mesa Verde in southemColorado and in Aztec and Chaco Canyoti in
;:1
,northern New Mexico before the devastating drought of 1276.
Prehistoricman in North America is also covered by.Alice Marriott in her new6,ook
The First Comers: Indians Qf America's Dawn (L>ngmans)., illustrated by Harvey W~iss.
This is the story of modern man's search for the ancient occupants of early America.
Characters in the story are Sandia Man and Folsom Mail in New Mexico and the "H6hokam" people, which is the Phnan name for "The Old Ancestors," of southwdtern
Arizona.
Prehistoric America (Random House) by Anne Terry White is a "Landmark" series
book on early man in America.
'
The Pueblos, Navajo, Apaches, Pimas, and the Plains Indians among others are
aiscussedin The American Indian (Golden Press) a special pictorial edition for young
readers by Pulitzer Prize winner, Oliver La Farge.
The descendants of Dr. Hibben's Lost Americans and of Miss Marriott's Indians of
the Four Corners are taken up by Lucille Mulcahy in her book, Nptoto (Thomas Ndson
& Sons), a teen-age story of Pueblo Bonito in Chaco Canyon in northern New ~exico.
Here, we know definitdy, the trails of the Pueblo~ dashed with those of the Apache and
later the Navajo. Dark Arrow (Coward-McCann, !pc.) by the same author and ;nu~trated
by Herbert Danska, tells of the Tewas a few hOOdred years later in the ,retrogressive
period, after the Pueblos had been broken by the great9r"ought. The trails wqe worn a
litde deeper in the resdessness that followed in the search for permanent water supplies.
With the arrival ofthe Spaniards in the Southwest, more trails Cl"ossed-.,;.;.andclashed.
Up from Mexico came the explorers, Coronado and his Captains (Follett Publishing Co.,
illustrated by HarveStein)., seeking glory and 'gold. One exploration detachmentpenetrated the western country, discovering the Grand Canyon and as'cending the Colorado
River, while others followed the course' of the Rio Grande, crossed the Texas Panhandle
and Oklahoma and reached eastern Kansas. The story by Camilla Campbell is based on
fact but reads more like fiction.
When the Spaniards spent the winter on the banks of the Rio Grande at the Indian
Pueblo of Tiguex, itis seen through the eyeS of a'litde Pueblo Girl in a book by Cornelia
J. Cannon, published by Houghton Mifflin.
Accompanyipg the explorers were th~ ubiquitous Franciscan Fathers, fervently
intent upon saving the soulsJof the New World. The';tory of one of these earnest
missionaries is told in Desert Padre (Bruce Publishing Co.) by John Thayer. Father
Eusebio Kino, map-maker, explorer, and endurance rider, taught the peaceful Phna50f
southern Arizona and Lower California how to farm and he discovered that Lower
California was not an island, as believed, but attached to the' mainland.
George Cory Franklin wrote Pioneer Horse (Houghton Mifflin), illustrated in
black and white drawings by William Moyers. It is the story of EI Arriero elGrandc.
called "Arre" for sho~ an Arabian stallion, one of the most famous horses of his time.
According to legend he was brought to Mexico about 1519 and shortly thereafter.escaped
from the Spanish camp to head northward over the plains with a band of mares.
BOOKS
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As one might expect, this would lead eventually to Indians onl Horseback (Crowell)

illustrated by Margaret Le Franc and written by Alice Marrio\t. Miss Marriott, ethnologist and one of the Southweses favorite story~tellers, skillfully weaves her knowledge of
Indians into entertaining tales for young and old alike. In her Winter-tellillg Tales
. (Crowell) she patiendy.listened to the eIders of the Plains Indians while they told their
folk tales in slow and sometimes laborious speech.
Another book of further interest on the early Spanish explorers is Three Conquistadors: Cortes, Coronado, Piza"o (Julian Messner, Inc.), by Shannon Garst.
The Silver Fleece (John C. Winston- Co.) .by Florence Crannell Means' and Carl
Means, illustrated by Edwin Schmidt, is a tale of the Spanish colonists, of the people who
resewed their ranches in 1695, fourteen years after a bloody revolt had driven them from
New to Old Mexico. It tells of teen-age twins, Dominb and Luci~ Rivera; who return to
their home land to find it in ruins. This book is one oi the "Land of the Free" series.
With the advent of horses in the Southwest, tfte trails c(ossed more frequently.
Coming on the scene next and blazing one of the m~t noble tdils of all time were the
renowned Mountain Men, as adventurous and alm~t as hardt as Dr. Hibben's Lost
Ameri~nh

~:I

.

The Trail to Santa Fe (Houghton Miffiin) b; David Lavender _and illustrated
.beautifully by Nicholas Eggenhofer, describes the mos~ famous trail in the West. A book
in the ''We Were Theren series is On the Santa Fe Tratz (Grosset & Dunlap; Inc.) by Ross
M. Taylor and illustrated ·by Albert Orbaan. Samuel~ Hopkins Adams prepared a book
for the Landmark series (Random House) titled Th;{Santa Fe Trail.
The Santa Fe Trail can't be JI1e1ltiotled without giving credit to the men who carved
it. These men in search of beaver 'and adventure are described in Trappers of the West
(Crowell) by Fred Reinfeld and illustrated by Dou~as Gorsline. Another Landmark
book (Random House) is Trappers and Traders of the Far West, by James Daugherty.
The greatest of them all was Kit Carson, scout, trail blazer, and Indian fighter.
Donald E. Worchester tells his story in Kit Carson Mountain Man (Houghton MifBin),
illustrated by 10 Poiseno. Ralph Moody (author of Little Britches and The Home Ranch)
did a book on Kit Carson and the Wild Frontier for the Landmark series.
Shannon Garst,one of the ablest biographers of Western personalities for young
people, has written three-books about the early Mountain Men: Kit Carson: Trail Blazer
and Scout (Messner), Dick Wootton: Trail Blazer of Raton Pass (Messner), and lim
Bridger (Houghton Mifflin). Bent's Fort, a rest haven for the weary travelers on the Santa
Fe Trail, is described in her William Bent and his Adobe Empire (Messner). Mrs. Garst
is also the author of Crazy Horse (Houghton MifHin).
A book which would be of special interest to the very young because of its beautiful
illustrations is The Tree in the Trail (Houghton Mifflin), written by Holling C. Holling.
The Tree, a landmark on the trail West, became known as a ,cGood Medicine Tree:'
America was on themovej the Mountain Men opened the way and then Kearny
made his march to California when the U.S. decided to take over western America to
make
a broad highway to the sea. While in T~ a new nation was struggling for
,
NMQ XXX:3
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nl\lstrations by Ben Carlton Mead
from I'll Tell Yo~ a Tale, by}. Frank Dobie.
Little, Brown & Co., 1960.

,

independence and its struggle seemed to center around the Alamo and the men who
died there in a blaze of gloiy. The Birth of Texas (Houghton Miftlin)byWilliam Weber
Johnson, illustrated by Herb Mott, tells the stoty oftheit death struggle. Ramona .M~her,
editor at The University of New Mexico Press .and a former resident of Texas,has
written a stirring teeil·age novel for the "Daughters of Valor" series. Her young heroine,
Susanna Dickinson, was present for the last days of the i\.lamo in Thcir Shining Hour
(John Day Co.).
In the Landmark series-for Random House are: DavyCroc1{ett ofcoonskin-cap fame,
written by StewartH. Holbrook~ Remember the AlamoI' was the battle cry of the day and
is the tide of a juvenile by Robert Penn Warren. Sam Houst()n. the Ta/lcst Texan comes
on the scene through a story by William Johnson. The Pony Ecxprc$$, .almostasexalted- as
the Santa Fe Trail itself, came into being and a bQok by Samuel Hopkins Adams bears
that tide.
Over in Arizona near dread Apache Pass, Alan Warden, separated from -his family during an Indian raid, becomes the marauders' captive. The story of Son ofth.e Thunder
People (W~tminster Press) by Gordon D. Shirreffsis a tight, ,exciting novel for teenage boys.
In 1877, James Willard Schultz, then only seventeen years old, took a trip up the
Missouri River which was still untamedterritoty. He later became a member of the
. Blackfoot Indian Tribe and out of his experiences evolved several books, among them:
The Trail olthe Spani.sh HOrse and With the Indians in the Rockies (Houghton MifHin),
illustrated by Lorence Bjorklund.
The Apach~ and the Navajos wenfon the war path in-earnest when they s~w how
their lands were being invaded by these white trappers, traders, and adventurers who
were coming in such great numbers. Sonia Bleeker uses this action in Apache Indlans:
Roidas ofthe SoutRwest (William Morrow). JAn Kjdgaard tells the-story oftwo ofthe
great Indian chiefs: The Story of Geronimo arzd Cochise Chief of Warriors (Grosset &
Dunlap, now out of print). Ralph Moody relates the story of therenegadeclii~, Gal)nimo: Wolf of the Warpath l and Quentin Reynolds describes Custefs Last $tandfor the
Landmarkseries.
.
. .
But nothing stopped the invasion. '''roCa1i£ornia or Bust"signs .appeare~ on the
sideso£ many huge· canvas-covered Conestoga wagons as _they rolled over the prairies,
BOOKS
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, forded streams, and pushed their way through mountains. The Landmark book, Heroines of the. Early West by Nancy Wilson Ross, tells of some of the first white women
to cross the Rocky Mountains with their men. To California hy Covered Wagon (Landmark) by George R. Stewart chronicles the same struggle. Interest in California was
spurred on by The California Gold Rush (Landmark) by May McNeer. A different
incentive'brought The Coming of the Mormons to the West (Landm~rk) by Jim Kjdgaard.
The Building of the First Transcontinental Railroad (Landmark) by Adde Gutman
Nathan was bo~d to.come sooner or later. Other trails were in the making. J. Frank
Dobie,' ~ong with his stirring tales of buried gold and huge ranches, has written Up
The Trail From Texas, a Landmark book. Ross McLaury Taylor wrote of a fa~ous
cattle trail, The Chisholm Trail (Grosset & Dunlap) for the "We Were There" series.
The more people and cattle used the trails the more the water sources were drained
and the more it finally became apparent that some form of water equalization or distribution would have to be maintained.
Totty to solve the water problem a herd of camels was brought from the Orient to
the South~est desert; ending in ail ill-fated venture. The story of Hi Jolly (Dodd, Mead
& Co.) by Jim Kjelg~*~, is of this Camel Corps and of H:idji Ali (Americanized into
Hi Jolly), the £Ugitiv~ young SyriaJ1' camel driver who sought refuge in America with his
loyal companion, Ben .?\kbar, the magnificent riding camel, to help survey a wagon road
across the desert bet~e~n Fort Defiance and the California border, bridging the final gap
in a. tr.anscontinen:a.i.~ghway. Since then many a lone cowboy or prospector has wandered dazedly into
.p with a tale of having seen a wild herd of camels in the distance.
If these stories are • ~rical, they have not been proved either true or false.
Vast cattle empir~ were being established in the West and with· them came the
glorified cowboy who j'lived in his saddle and by his gun, who could no do wrong, and
who was the defender of women, virtuous and unvirtuous-or so the fiction of his day
tells us.
Ross Santee wrote Rusty: A d:owhoy of the Old West (Cha~les Scribner's SODS), the
story of a boy who grew up in that Westrwhich is no more-the West of buffalo hunts
and cattle drives, of stagecoaches and IndIan fights. Apache Land, by the same author, is
the work of an able writer and talented artist, of a cowpuncher who speaks from personal
experience. In his own words, Mr. Santee sought "to make Apache Land sing," and he
has done it magnificently in the book.
The Texas Rangers (Landmark title by Will Henry) were keeping law and order
on the border. Over in Tucson; Wyatt Earp: US. Marshal (Landmark book by Stewart
H. Holbrook) and Bat MflSte1'SOn (Messner book by Dale White) in strategic areas of
the West, were doing the same thing.
'
On the heds of the cowboys and cattle drives came the homesteaders-farmers with
their families and a milk cow and chickens. Loula Grace Erdman, of West Texas State
College, chose for a subject a family who migrated to the Panhandle and became one of
the ·first wheat homesteaders in the area. The adventures of the Pierce family ~.mea
.294
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trilogy for teen-age girls. The ~t book tells
the oldest girl, Melinda, in Th.e Wind
Blows Free (Dodd, Mead & Cb., Inc.); the second book, The Wide Horizon, is the story
of Katie; and the story of the youngest. girl, Carolyn, is told in The Good LAnd•. The
coming of the homesteaders and their families marked the beginning o£the taming of
the West.
In 1869 the final exploration thrusts in the Southwest were being pushed and a.small
group made a harrowing trip DowJl the Colorado with Major. Powell (Houghton Mi.flijn),
told by the able writer James Ramsey Ullman and illustrated 'by Nicholas··Eggenhofer's
color~ brosh. The Powell party started in the roshing tide of Green Rive~ out of
Wyoming into Utah, and hundreds of miles through unknown COUlltry, then down the
Colorado into Arizona and rushed on towards' its mouth across California, where the
river finally flows into the Gulf of California.
.
Ernest Thompson Seton, naturalist,. artist, ana author, wrote books of animals,
Indians and all things close to nature. Many of his books are still popular and enjoyed by
young ~ople today, especially by boys. Among his better-known works; which are
illtistratedby the author's excellent pen and ink drawings, are: Wild Animalsl Have
Known (Random House), Biography of a Grizzly (Scribner and Grosset), Two Little
Savages (Doubleday), and Animal Tracks ana Hunter Signs (Doubleday).
With the passing of the turbulent yeats in the Southwest, a calmer more tolerant
attitude spread over all three cultures. The people began. to mingle more Jree1y;borrowing
and lending from the best of each nature, and respecting the rights of one another. .
Of such a land Oliv.erLa Farge wrote in The Mother Ditch (Houghton. MifBin),
the story of a dry land and the people who live on it and the .sharing ofthe meager supply
of water to irrigate their far,ms. Mr. La Farge, winner of the Pulitzer Prize for .hisadult
book, Laughing Boy (Houghton Mifllin), is·a resident of Santa Fe, as'is Karl Larsson,
.
whoillustrated The Mother Ditch.
Paul Horgan, another Pulitzer Prize winner with his Great River, has written a
beautiful and touching story of The Saintmaker's Christmas Eve (Farrar, Straus and
Cudahy).
Elizabeth Coatsworth, a prolific children's book writer, has lent her talent to several
books of the Southwest. Indian Encounters (Macmillan) illustrated by Frederick T.
Chapman, is an anthology of stories and poems by the author. DcsertDan (Viking) her
latest book, illustrated by Harper Johnson, is the story of a kiDdold Arizona desert wanderer.
.
The Cave (Viking) is the story ofJim Boy-who-Loves-Sheep, and the trip to summer
pasture. The book is written and illustrated by Allan Houser, an Apache Indian and a
teacher C?f Indians. himsdf. On the coquc $ide for ages nve td ten. is a new book, The

Ben Carlton Mead
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Ama.zing Adventure of High Henry. the Cowboy Who Was too Tall to Ride a Horse. It

is not the proverbial camd that has wandered out of the desert to provide Henry with a
horse. It is a ICGirafforse," to coin a name. The author is Charles Doutie (Dodd, Mead)
andtheillustra.tor is Don ~regg.
Loyd Tireman wrote several books for the pre-school child, which were adapted by
Evelyn Yrisarri. Among them were Baby lack. and lumping lack. Rabbit. illustrated by
Ralph Douglass. These books (now o.p.) were published by Th~ University of New
Mexico'Press in their "Mesaland" series.
Wilfred McCormick does wholesome sports books with a Southwest setting for boys.
His "Bronc Burnett" series is published by Putnam and Grosset, and the "Rocky McCune"
series is published by David McKay.
Sonia Bleeker has written two books on the Southwestern Indians; Navaho Herders.
Weavers. and St7veTsmiths. and Puehlo lndi'ans: Farmers of the Rio Grande.· both published by Morrow.
Two author-artists with considerable appeal to the younger group are Laura Atkinson, who wrote and illustrated Pack Rat School. and The Horny-Toad Kite. stories of a
srnall mountain. village school; and Theresa K. Smith whd wrote Wiki of Walpi•. the story
of a young Indian boy who was "different," and Poncho and the Pink Horse of a fiesta in
SantaFe. All four books are published by the Steck Company of Austin, Texas.Florence Hayes has two interesting books of Navajo land. In Chee and his Pony
(Houghton MifBin), the young hero spends two years in the ''White Mants schoor' and
leams to meet his problems maturdy. Cheedah in The Good Luck Feather (Houghton
MifBin).has many of the same problems of adjusting to the white mants world. Mrs.
Hayes's books reflect warmth and sympathy toward the Navajo and his way of life.
Year after year the Indians of the Southwest are affiicted by a different kind of in- .
vasion with the influx of tourists, archaeologists, anthropologists, etc. Flora Bailey wrote
of an archaeologist and his family in Summer at Yellow Singer's and Between the Four
Mountains (Macmillan).
_.
Following the mellow trend in contemporary Southwestern literature is Pita (Coward
McCann) a romantic novd of Spanish~Americanlife for teen-age girls. Blue Marshmallow
Mountains (Ndson), illustrated by Don Lamno, tdls of a peddler grandfather and his
orphaned grandchildren who. travd from one mountain village to another during the
summer. Magic Fingers (Ndson), illustrated by the same artist, is the story of pottery~

,.
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malting in a contemporary Indian pueblo. All three' books were "written by Lucille
Mul~y.

Ann Nolan Clark is one of the most competent authors ofSouthwestem stories for
the eight-to-twelveage group. She has managed to catch the "music" ofthe Indian in .her
prose-poetry novels. In My Mother's House (Viking) is thegentle..storyofa little Pueblo
girl's life in her village and in her mother's house. The book is nicely illustrated by
Ve1ino Herram.little Navajo Bluebird (Viking), illustrated by Paul Lantz, is the story
of a gentle, sensitive Indian girl who is learning of new ways ina changing world even
on the reservation. A Santo For Pasqualita (Viking), illustrated by Mary Vallarejo, is
of orphaned Pasqualita who goes to live iri the home ofa santocarvet.
Elizabeth Hamilton Friermood wrdte a teen-age novel of health-seekers in ·the
Southwest in her Candle in the Sun (Doubleday). Mrs. Friermood -writes. almost as if
from personal experience about a family who comes to the Southwest desert in search of
health, and the young heroine who met such devastatingproblemsso.courageously.
Holling C. Holling has, authored two baoksofnon-fiction far young people, The
Book of Indians andThe Bool{ of Cowboys published by Platt. The books, are illustrated
by H.C. Holling andLucille Holling•
. •• And Now Miguel/ (Crowell), by Joseph Krumgoldand illustrated by Jean
Charlot, is the story of present-day sheep ranching and of Miguel who longed togo to '
the mountains in"the hopes of finding .hisplace in the scheme of things. This book WOll,
the Newbery Medal for 1954.
Old Ramon (Houghton MiftIin) by Jack Schaefer, the author of Shane, andillustrated by Harold West, is another story of sheepherding and of old Ramon, gtiarled as
a wind~whippeddesert juniPer', who is given charge of his patron's son for the summ.er,
the year they take the sheep to summer range.
George Cory Franklin has written wonderful human interest. stories about animals,
including Monte and Son 01 Monte (Houghton MifBin),bears that inhabit agame:re,;.
serve near-his liome;Brovothe Bummer (Houghton MilBin),amountaingoat;aJ:ld
Tuffy (Houghton MifBin),an industrious beaver.Mr~ Franklin te1lsofsittingonthe
front porch of his Colorado ranch home and watehing these aniinals through field glasses
while they pe.dormmany of the deedsc:redited to them in .Wsbooks.
So the trails met and crossed and finally decided to travel' along \together. A 'new
breed of men is now bla,iinga new trail,a pathway that leads tothe"opensky~'At Los
Alamos, White Sands Proving Grounds, and test sites in Nevada and Utah,:men gaze
eagerly into the heavens,as eagerly as did the Mountain'Men fronl one peak to ,another.
,With so many accomplished authors writing of the Southwest now, it is'safero
assume that many·more works of art will come from the people who inhabit the land >m
the future,stories of new trails.
.....Lud,lleB.Mult:t1hy
,

Author'of several juvenile boob for young people, the latest of which is Nateto, Lucille B. Mulcahy was
educated in Albuquerque public schools ~d attended New Mexico State University. Mrs. :Mulcahy heads
the children's bOok department ia an Albuquerque book store.
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- THE CIVIL WAR IN THE WESTERN TERRIAfter some· initial Confederate sueTORIES: Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico,
cesses-due primarily to the complacency
arid Utah, by Ray C. Colton. Norman: Uni- of certain Union commanders-the inversity of Oklahoma Press, 1959. 230 pp. vaders were decisively beatetJ; in battles
two days apart: on March 26, r862,at
$5.00•
Most momentous battles of the Civil Apache Canyon, and on March 28 at GloWar were fought on verdant fields east of rieta, "the Gettysburg of the West."
the Mississippi River. This thorough study
Mr. Colton has done a commendable
describes some battles, all generally on a job of compiling information on the Civil
smaller scale, that occurred in the arid re- War in the West, a subject-one of the few .
gion to the west.
-not overworked as the centennial nears.
But the fighting was possibly no less His footnotes are especially interesting; he
decisive. "Confederate leaders planned to uses them frequendy to add supplemental
annex a corridor from the Rio Grande in information which brings his book up to
Texas 'to the Pacific Coast of California," date. For example, he locates for today's
the author states in a concise foreword. .sight-seers Valverde Batdcfield, where the
"They expected the Spanish American first major action in the Confederate Southpopulation of New Mexico to espouse the western campaign occurred.
Southern Cause and California to secede
He also describes the horrors of westfrom the Union. Their financiers hoped ern war fairly well. There was the time,
that the mineral wealth of the West for instance, when a group of Union
could be won by the Confederacy. Their soldiers was captured and paroled far from
strategists assumed that the Mormons water; they reportedly opened their veins
woJE.d join in opposition to the Federal and drank their own blood in an effort to
gov.erm.nent. Slavery advocates proposed quench their thirst.
that:. California, New Mexico, Arizona,
The book might have been improved
Utah, and Colorado, when annexed to the by more maps, especially by enlarged, deConfederacy, be used for the extension of tailed maps showing the terrain and the
their system. Southern military leaders troop locations and movements for the
pla~nedthat the Western Indians would
major battles.
give indirect, if not direct, aid to the de-John Edward Weems
feat of the Union forces."
If all these plans had worked in favor VICKSBURG; A PEOPLE AT WAR, 1860-1865,
of the Confederacy, the outcome of the war by Peter F. Walker. Chapel Hill: Univermight have been different. But this ambi- sity of North Carolina Press, 1960.235 pp.
tious scheme was doomed, actually, from $5.00.
the time the',invasion of New Mexico was
One of the most unusual, most original
initiated-o~ July 23, 186r-by the Second
books to appear in the current flood of Civil
Texas Regiment, Mounted Rifles, led by War narratives is this painstakingly reLieutenant Colonel John R. Baylor. Later, searched work by a University of North
of course, came the army under General Carolina history professor. Its distinction is
Henry H. Sibley.
due in part to the absence of details of
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bloody military campaigns and stunng
descriptions of great genetals, but Its distinction is dueprimarlly to-'the remarkably
thorough description of a city and of its
civilian inhabitants during War, artdparticularly during oneo£ the most trying
sieges in history.
•As would be expected of a serious historian, Professor Walker does not·linUt his
narrative to the intensive forty-seven-day
siege of Vicksburg ordered by General
Grant after his army had sent the battered
Confederates reeling into the city from the
Battle of Champion's Hill. (This was the
siege that resulted in the surrender.) He· begins instead with a description of the city
on the eve of rebel1ion-a city that, by the
way, gave up opposition; to secession· reluctantly. With that as a beginning, the
book moves on to war (always portraying
every phase of civilian life): to the early
overconfidence of Vicksburg's people, then
to their various degrees of concern and
fright as. fighting drew closer, and, finally,
to the siege and the defenders' .collapse.
This occurred on July 4,1863, and not until
1945, with World War- II nearing a conclusion, were Vicksburg's citizens again
sufficiently moved to join the nation in cdebrating Independence Day.
Professor Walker lets eyewitnesses tell
the story, relying heavily on -documented
direct quotations. He has apparently made
use of every diary, every letter on the subject known to exist in Southern .libraries
and in Washington, D.C., collections. This
lends the narrative freshness, even for a
reader who is fatniliar with the war story
of Vicksburg. But it should also be noted
that when Professor Walker·does not .quote
he writes with verve; this book represents .
a pleasant combination of history that is
BOOKS
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A. LINCOLN, PRAIRIE LAWYER, by John J.
Duff. New York: Rinehart & Company,
Inc., 1960.441 PP.$7~50.
In this age when specialization is the
trend itt law, the role.ofthe<generalprac..
titioner is easily overlooked. In A.LincOln,
Prairie Lawyer. the author caproresslgriificant contributions that can be· made in -administration of justicebyth~ -country
lawyer. He says Lincohiwas an"all~rorind
lawyer;" but nota "village lawyer."Lincoln's law work included both-petty
andimportallt matters.
Lincoln's law career started in March,
1837, in Vandalia, lllinQis.He was twentyfive y~ofilge. Aftetpracticing with
·John To~d Stuart .and StepheriT. Logan,Lincoln auring 1845 btoughtinWilliaIIl
Herndon as apattner. Duff says he does
not know why, as hisopini()n of Herndon

cases
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appears less than nil. He considers this a
complex Lincoln enigma. Herndon was a
windbag with none of the customary inhibitions~ he states. The law office of Lincoln and Herndon was messy-not merely
dusty, but so· dirty that seeds which had
fallen from a desk actually sprouted on the
floor.
The author depicts well the difference
between early nineteenth-century legal
practice and the treadmill efficiency of the
mode~ law factory. In preparing his pleadings "the simplest words in the simplest
order, and not many of them," represented
Lincoln~s rule from the beginning of his
legal career. Lincoln~s admonition in pleading a case was "to never plead what you
~eed not, lest you obligate yourself to prove
what you can not.n
Mr. Justice Douglas of the u.s. Supreme Court in the. Simms Memorial lecture at the University of New Mexico on
March 15, 1960, spoke of the need to protect rights of the downtrodden. This type
of problem drew Lincoln~s attention. Thus
in 1839 Lincoln offered his services free to
a group of actors to have an exorbitant tax
rescinded. This spirit eventually brought
Lincoln . the designation of' "the great
humanitarian."
The McLean County tax case, in which
Lincoln .appeared for .the Dlinois Central
Railroad resisting an attempt of McLean
County to levy a tax on the road's property,
is memorable in Lincoln's career. Lincoln
frequendy sought retainers in a manner
contrary to present-day legal ethics. In this
case Lincoln first solicited employment to
lepresent the county, and not having receiveda reply, approached the railroad.
Under its state charter the company was
exempt from all taxation other than its
300
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"charter tax." If McLean County could not
be forestalled every county would pursue its
tax bite. Lincoln's theory in the case was
that it was within constitutional power of
the legislature to make an exception .from
the rule of uniformity in taxation to commute the general rate in return for a fixed
sum or proportion of the taxpayer's earnings. Lincoln had to sue for his cozy $5,000
fee.
In the Reaper Case. Lincoln was referred to by Edwin M. Stanton, one of
Lincoln's co-counsel, as "that long-armed
baboon." As a result of Stanton's attitude,
Lincoln was dropped from the case. Linc'oln, nevertheless, later appointed Stanton
Secretary of War, remarking that Stanton was "a great man; even if he knows it."
Author Duff thinks the Effie Afton
case was Lincoln's best. Rights to maintain
a bridge were at issue. The Effie Afton,
fastest side.,whee1er on the Mississippi,
burned as it struck a pier. For months lincoln studied the case from all angles. Lincoln appeared for the defense, asserting that
the accident could not have occurred but
for negligence in handling the Effie Afton.
He reminded the jury that plaintiff had the
burden of showing that the bridge constituted a material obstruction and that plaintiff had managed the boat with care arid

skill.
.
The "Almanac Trial" showed Lincoln
at his sharpest in cross.exammation. lincoln, hooking his fingers und.er his galluses,
took out after the chief prosecution witness
with seemingly casual questions. The moon
was shining brighdy overhead at the time,
the witness declared a dozen or more
times." Lincoln then produced an almanac
for 1857 showing the moon was low in the
sky, within an hour of setting.
U
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Lincoln as a lawyer had his faults, but world. The ·traditioti, c;ontinueduntil·the
blended in him were the .qualiti~ t:Jfgreat- land-trash shortly after Wt>rldWat -1•.
ness in a lawyer. Andasa lawyer hedevel· These;u-e thetiInes in whichRQj3.$'·stOries
oped the lucidity of -expression and· UIlfor- take place.
gettableprose for which he is noted.
Itis ashame to see a bo<>k-ba4lye(1ited.
-Arie Pol(/ert/qart Here isaman ·who, tichinthe 1tn(j~le4ge
Law Librarian for the College of Law at the Uni· . of his trade.andregion; 'attemptst()write
versity of New Mexico, Arie ;PolderV~'is th.e down what hehash¢Uc:l::and <$'eericitlhls
author of Black:Rohef/ Justice. (UNMPress 1948),
a history of the administration of justi~ in New time, but. bythe,1ackoforgani~tion,go()d
Mexico from. the American occupation in 1846 sentence strUcture, ·andcOllsistency,his
until statehood in 1912. He iscurrendy preparing storiesfaU Hat, and thete£{#C nave no <:re;d
a New Mexico Probate Manual for publication.
meanmgas to whyiliey werewrlrten.The
fault lies -not in . the .author but in the .
J

~l;~~as~:::~~~:~~~~~

.

editors.
-Ynf;zG.llaase
Miss Haase" who has done research .at.th¢<t)'ni.
Library Guild, 1958• 162 pp. $3.7S.
. versities of New Maico:uid Cali£ol"~, .isatpl"es;
• It is very seldom indeed that in our ent engaged irtg¢Q;graphica1 research work for an
century any encouragement is given to "old . oil company 4?-lluenosAites.
timers" ,to write down their memories.
Quite often,preserit-clayprofessiona!stu. AVICENNA A.ND THE -VISION:ARYREctrA.L1ny
dents of history disregard the importance of HenryCorhin.TrailS.byWi~dR.'J."1"a$k.
these memories as history. The pity, then, is New York~Pantheoll13()OksJ -Ig60.BQllin.
that not all decades can produce a Hubert .gen SertesLXVI·423PP. $1~So.
Howe Bancroft who, however contemptu·
Written for ·thelranian National:
ous he ~dhis agents. might have been, had M(mUIllents Soc;iety onthe~ioho~fthe
the foresight, to begin collection of per- Millenary of A,vicenna, celebrated in Tehe-"
sona! histQrydata of unimportant people. In ran .in 1954, this unique·3Ild •~bsorbing
a small way, Lore of the C'lliforniaVa. 'tome is the newest in_a lon,seri~ofpub.. .
quero is such a collection of memories.
licationseditedorccompos_edbytheFrencn.
Arnold R. Rojas, a 'self-educated man, Orienta!ist, Henry Gorl:>in" .()1l . Jslall1ie
spent most of his life working on California Mysticism. Interest inthis.therneresueged
cattle ~ches. He grew up around tilen when, .in thecourseo£ -his work indte,~,,:
who.had handled.cattlealltheir li~es, so it braryofAya 80&;.-.11 .!uck,y.err()1" mashel£
was only natural that he should know their mark brought ProfessorQ)rbip.a'PersiaI1 '
ways
stones, and that he should' be part treatise on HayyIbIl 'Yagz;ui,hithertono[
and party to others.
.unknownintlte.original A.rabie,~tha
In the beginning years of Angla.Amer;. commentaryin~ersian. - .
_
icanCalifornia,mostcattle ranches, and
Combined in one puspectiYe:Witl1the
particularly the vast San Joaquin holdings twomystiQ1treatis~\V~chAvic:;eDIJa
of Miller and Lux, hired only Califomia- wrote atthecndQ£his.lifeln~t:nelYic'Q1i.
Mexican vaqueros '. • • They were con- the BirdS./'andc'l'he .A.l1~gory~fSaJ:lman
sidered the hnest horse and cowmen in the and A.bsalt'theauthor :.seekstoeluCida~

.

.

o

and
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the inner progression which makes Avicenna~s mystical experiences one organic
whole, ~. trilogy. His scholarship is thus attempting to serve the two-fold purpose of
strippIng the great Islamic thinker from
the rational armor in. which Latin Scholasticismclothed him; and outlining a phenomenology of Avicennan mystical symbols in
their Iranian context.
This, Professor·Corbin proposes to do,
not by causal e:xplanation, a method in regard to which he confesses great skepticism.
Hi$tory of ideas and biographical data, he
tells 'us, cotdd explain the philosopher Avicenna, but not what the Avicennan e:xperience ~ay convey to us. The path followed
in' Plls study is one of exegesis in terms of
internal evidence. The pace is further set
by the choice of title terms. "The Cycle,"
that is to say, the organic trilogy, "Of the
Avicennan
Recitals." Re·cite is used here to
\
signify putting again in the present, existentially and at a particular moment.
The book is compose~ of a preface to
the English treinslation by the author, and
. of two parts. Part I appeared first in 1954
and consists of 270 pages. It treats of Avicenna's philosophical situation in detail,
delineating discursively and critically his
Angelogy and Celestial Spheres. Considerable intellection has been exerted here in
an attempt to divine and carve an Avicennan phenomenology of mystical symbols.
This then is projected as the vehicle for the
dramaturgy of the mystical path of Oriental
Philosophy of illumination ccIshraqi." The
adept here feels the urge to transmute his
being, on condition of practicing his Oriental Wisdom, from the 'Occiden~ horizon of
matter, strife and darkness, to the Abode
of the illumination of Glory and of the
Sovereignty of Light in the Orient. The
.302
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translated text of each of the recitals of the
cycle accompanies the stages and ranks of
this transmutation.
Part I also includes an epilogue on
Avicennan Perspectives; and a postscript
on sequels on the Avicennan Oriental
Philosophy.
Part II was published first in 1952. It
contains 1I0 pages and carries the translation of the Persian commentary. on the
treatise of Hayy Ibn Yagzan which was located by Professor Corbin in Istanbul some
years ago.
Although we fed at odds with the
theme and suggestions of the prominent
author, h,e is to be admired for his untiring
and ricJ{ erudition in the field of Islamic and qriental Mysticism. This recent contributi'on is undoubtedly incisive and will
exen considerable weight in determining
whether Avicenna was a Rational Mystic or
a Mystical Rationalist. The abstruse nature
of a completely new attempt to re-create
Avicenna in terms of his now Zoroastrian,
now Ismaillte illuminative secret, could be
appreciated only in terms of the formidable,
almost insurmountable hurdles which
Professor Corbin must needs clarify or remove, ere he expect a harvest.
The reader is left with the awareness
that such hurdles were either dodged or
ignored when the exposition pivoted on
interiorization. A procedure of research
such as this may serve to prove a point
within the borders of a limited theme, but
is scarcdy fruitful or adequate when it relates to the soul and creed of the man.
Surely we feel it is all the more so in Avicenna's case, since causal, historical and biographical data posit firmly factual aspects
eminently opposed to the contentions of
Professor Corbin's interpretations. Obvious
NMQ XXX:3
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citations of such aspects abide in the re- which his comprehensive analysis invokeS
proach addressed to Avicenna by the Sufis in the student of ideas. Ah enthusiast would
and Orientals alike for his failure to know do well to temember that this sketchhacl
or live the true Spring of Mystic and Orien- been solicited froxnthe writer with pacti..
tal Philosophy. Neverthdess, the Avicen- cular urgency at the commanding circum..
nan treatises are relendessly run by stance of the Celebration of' Avicenna's
Professor Corbin through the mill of Zoro- Millenary in' Iran_Historicity, for this
astrian interpretation, and pressed home as reason, was no~ the main point o£ view; nor
the "inner Secret" of the great phil~sopher. is an exhaustive. bibliography of the subject
Internal exegesis in the'pen of Profes- . to besought in this particular work. The
sorCorbin was capable similarly of discov- value of Professor Corbin's .attempt lies in
ering and valorizing "a central concept of . the lucid insight he employs into theesQImamism" in Avicenna's philosophy. This teric philosophies of the Ishraqi, Ismailite
is ventured contrary to the uncontested bio- and Shi?ite myst1cs.Hisexegesis is vivid
graphical datum which relates the vain and alive; and his style throbs with sensiendeavor of Avicenna's father and brother tivity to the logic of ideas of Avicenna's
to win him over to this cult; and to the re- Angelogy, Psychology, Metaphysics .and
pugnancy our philosopher felt and recorded their correlatives in the Islamic legacy,
in his biographer's Notebook towards this . which went to,cement the edifice of Thomistic philosopllyand nante's divine poetics.
cause.
The central biographical enigmas con- Here is a study. of abundance and pro{uncerning our Islamic thinker are varied and dity that cannot fail to prove rewarding to
multiple. Conjecture and faint proclivities the student' of Greek and Schwastic
only lure biographers to opine whether he thought.
In citing this credit .and tribute to
was an Arab, a Turk or a Persian; Sunnite
or Shi'ite. How far might learned interpre- Professor Corpin, recognition is also due to
tation, such as Professor Corbin indulges, the keen and perceptive skill with w1}ich
warrant conclusions which grant the credu- Dr. W. Trask rendered the translationJrom .
.
.f
the original F!ench.
lity of some racial stock or creed?
--Zuhdi T. Fpruki
Such patches are not p,umerous in this
Dr.
Farukiis
on
the
staff
of
the Depa~entof
withal.
. research, but central andt>bdurate
,
Philosophy at the UnivCfsity of New Mexico. He is
When supporting evidenc;e lags, Professor the author of many books. At present. he is engaged
Corbin finds it handy. in the dreams of in preparing a history of lslamiC philosbphy in
theosophists to imprecate indictments on English.
,
}
Orthodoxy (page 244); but when the very
same source which sustained him happens A WINTER CoME. A SUMMER GoNE: .t>oems
to be unequivocal on a fundamental point -1946-1960, by.HowardMoss. New York:
contrary to the taste of our author, he is too Charles Scribner's Sons, 1960. 153 pp. $3.50'
free in dismissing it as a sample "of how
I had just finished reading a collection
accountants reasonl~' (page 248)
ofSome of our more turbulent young .poets,
But this is, by no means, to deny the . when I picked up this latest· volume by
author the sense of marvd and fascination Howard Moss. What a contrast! This man
BOOKS
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looks quiedy, but with power and depth; at
his world; his lines mOve gracefully, at
times sardonically, in subdued but precise
metaphor'while he describes and probes the
emotions· of the: reader and himself.
As I said, ;Mr. Moss presents a contrast
today. Indeed, he might travel under the
label of a "traditional" poet; (and they are
rare enough, by themselves).!But the label
would be misleading-as such labels usually
are-beeause in his lines are to ~ found
enough experiments in rhythm and sound
to keep any reviewer busy for many
months, even years. He draws your mterest,
this man; and his book-A Winter ,Come,
A Summer Gone-is a book that I, personally, shall\come back to read often.
Here are some reasonS why: in his
poems, he has well-crafted lines that speak,
that do not seem placed uPon the page
simply to demonstrate an ability to smasli
an idol or to prove a discipleship to one aca-demic school or' another. There is a lime
refreshing bite of honesty to the words he
uses.
Central to his method is argument and
ironical contrast, the twists and turns induced by his confronting of tqe twin-faced
worlds of illusion and reality. '~ .• He came
upon the two worlds he had ~ot known:/
One was his being, one his tWn~ let go/
Until" the light would take bl~e from the
snow." These lines are from "A Winter
Come," the first poem in the book, '35 are
these following:
"'
)

.

"

-

I

So winter is a world where appeqte
Grows bolder by necessity, wher~ the fox
Betrays his fable, and the cold unlocks
Stiff beggars from the doorways. Tune grows old
In the knuckles of an old man blue with the cold.

On the other hand, some of the poems
304
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show'a certain lack of uniqueness; one
"misses, someho~, the final and unmistakable signet of the artist finished and unreproachable. It is somehow as if the poems,
through the control exercised in their making, had lost a fragile something that would
have transformed them from "competent"
to "great."
Mr. Moss's control, however, is not
strangling, merdy restricting; all of the
poems are much worth reading, all complete in themselves. In the sense that poetry
is the most precise, and thus best describes
the "real," language with which man can
speak of things lying beyond the material
world of science and measurement, the
poems in this book also chart, with semi..
mathematical certainty, the explorations
and questionings of a concerned and participating craftsman.
True, there are few mentions direcdy
of the incidents, the concepts, the actual
tragedies that so trouble and perplex our
times; but the details of even world-smashing incidents have been of importance to
the poet only as the shown symptoms of a
general, more central unrest.:I'he true politic, the final poetic diagnqsis, emerges-from
the study of that inner: cause: man as
he is and as he is not. ~rhaps; then, Mr.
Moss takes the best positi~n a poet can take:
he searches beyond the s!Fptom t~ find the
root of the cause. Hav~g perceived that,
he proceeds to find method and place, of

:,~t. So, anyway, his

rrk

appeared

to

-Keith Wilson
After some' years as a technical writer at Sandia
Corporation in Albuquerque, Mr. Wilson is now
teaching English at the University of Arizona:.
While in Albuquerque, he was one of the founders
of a small poetry magazine, Targeu.
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SAINTS IN THE VALLEYS, by Dr. Jose E. Espinosa. Introduction by Fray Angelico Chavez,
Albuquerque: The University of New Mexico Press, I960. I36 pp. $6.50' '
The University of New Mexico Press has publiShed the most recent volumeo~our
locally produced sacred images of colonial and early territorial times-Saints in the Valleys
by Dr. Jose E. Espinosa.
!
Certainly, ample reasons exist for another effort in the enticing realm of s4ntQlit~a
ture. First of all; discovery of new documents is al"'jtlys welcome to serious students. Then
there is also real need -for quality photographs which would trace both the historic rec::;ord
of dateable santos as well as the stylistic evolution of their creators. In thethiid place,bd
as our most serious hiatus in studies of New Mexico religious folk art, is the void ofo~g
inal socio-a.¥thropological interpretation. Such cultural considerations are an- abyss which
in the past.paveinduced vertigo even inSpanish-Catholic writers>of ~'great devotion~'r
:The nlajor contribution made byDr. Espinosa) it seemS to me, is his l,lSefulcompilation of familiar documents, santeros and their craft techniques. Regrettably, few new facts
are presen(ed and several isolated statements are queStionable, as another reviewetaccurate1y pointed out in the August issue of EI Palacio. Fully half of Saints.jn-the Valleys
methodically describes methods of santo making, lists artisans and records histoncrderences as w~ as standard bibliography. Nevertheless, our first proper goal for the santo researcher-new documents-still awaits fulfillment.
In the study forty-seven plates act as visual aids. Careful scholars may wish that larger
scale and sharper illustrations were felt to be essential. Although we may not ask the
author to acquire art historical skill_ in stylistic analysis, he might bavemadeavailable a
more complete photographic record of New Mexican santos for the sel£-edification of
others. Often, too few examples of known santeroi'are shown motder todeterrninetheir
personal traits, verbal descriptions always remaining inadequate in such cases. InadditiOD, through pictorial omissions, such as the copies made from Plate 3, "Nuestra Senora
del Pueblecito!' in the Museum of International Folk Art, direct foreign sources mayseern
less certain than they actually are. In short, I feel that this volume does not come off as a
visual reference, which its size suggests; and it therefore fails my second 'aim proposed to
santo students-the complete photographic enlightenment of santo historym. New Mexic~.
Dr. Espinosa, on the other himd,may never have intended his work foran "art book."
Rather, he may have aimed at probing sociological ~port of New MeJtican '-satztos..,thc
third and most proper goal of current investigations. As the full tide states, these figures
are to be examined "in the history, life, and folk art ofSpanish-New Mexico/' 'l'heauthor
began by laying an adniirablyrelevanthistoric preamble to santo craft m. New Mexic::o.
Spanning an entire third of the text, the well-kn~wn struggle for survival from early Spanish exploration to American acquisition four hundtedyears later is 'set forthwith nne
selection and org;tnization. This histone docwnentation of ,ranta llSagein New Mexico
is next augmented by thirty-seven pages- of photographs and classification of santeros,arid
their methods of image making.
At this instant we come to what should be the focal chapter, "The saints and their
BOOKS
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images in New Mexican life," and we anxiously scan its seven short pages. First, we note
fainiliar claims of santo veneration, not worship, bestowed by New Mexican folk and, in
tum, santo denigratiQn by clergy and collector. We miss, however, an aCCount of uniquely
colonial holy images such as San Acacio, whQse iconographic.significance the author is
possibly planning to probe in a second volume.
In these few pages, Dr. Espinosa comes very close to what I believe to be the real
sociological function Q£ our local santos. In contrast to sQphisticated feelings of religious .
veneration, theauthor has shown us that these figurines were duly chastised,.broken, discarded, burned and finally sold or traded in accordance with psychological and economic
pressures on colonial Hispanic folk in New Mexico. Through documents Dr. Espinosa
has also demonstrated that the ecclesiastic attitude toward santos was hardly more respectful than secular sentiment. Although a few padres, such as Father Garda, cited from the
1776 Dom£nguezreport on page 23, actually created a few statuettes, the later Catholic
clergy left a record of destruction due largely to their own insipid esthetic standards. Having gone this far, the author leaves final conclusions to whatever powers of logical deduction his reader possesses.
At least one conclusion, I feel, may be extrapolated by a critical audience. In isolated
New Mexican villages in the last quarter of the eighteenth and most of the nineteenth
,.
centuries, uneasy thoughts and untrained hands fashioned images which served as fetishes,
that is objects which could be activated by prayer or punishment. This fetish role of homeproduced images explains conflicting treatments which they suffered-provisional. protection by peasants as well as eager elimination by ecclesiastics.
In conclusion I believe that Dr. Espinosa has performed a worthwhile service for
students of New Mexico santos. We now not only have detailed, if undeveloped, information on ethnic behavior patterns affecting these artifacts of Spanish-colonial culture and its
residue in early Anglo times, but we have also gained a very neat! arrangement of most
currendy available data concerning our "saints in the valleys."

-Richard E. Ahlborn
Research Fellow at the Museum of International Folk Art in Santa Fe, New Mexico, Richard Ahlborn
holds a Bachdor of Fine Arts .from the University of Colorado and a Master of Arts in American
Studies from the University of Delaware. From 1958-59, he was in the Philippines ona Fulbright
Fdlowship, and from 1959-60, he studied at Yale University on a Yale Fellowship. (One of his
courses was taught by Gc;orge Kubler.) He has published in seve.ral Philippine periodicals on Spanishcolonial arts: architecture, furniture and sculpture.

THE INDIAN JOURNALS, 1859-1862, by,Lewis Henry Morgan. Ed. with an intro. by Leslie
A. White. Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1959. 318PP•.$17.50.
Picking up this first edition of the Morgan Journals is like examining a new line of
cosmetics at a department store counter. The packaging is so arresting that the customer
may forget to examine the contents.
The contents, when inspected, are rich and delightful. If the reader has ~e physical
strength and agility required to peruse a volume that measures 10 by I I by 1 ~ inches
306
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when dosed, and opens torevea! three columns ofiypc:tp th~pagc:,Jet~ :hopeh<::.·also
has the visual skill distinguish between textancl"picturegptions•.J!p.ls¢1ldllfaAce
equals his physical-eqtIipmentandboth arestlStainedby his int¢rest,t1l~saIne·-re.adel?'wi1l
gain much from his fust-handacquaintance with one· of the prophets.ot~erican.~t;hropmogy.
.
.
Lewis Heiuy Morgan, a Rochester, New ~ork,attorney,wou1dbeCll1led~l;Qcial
scientist, if not actually an "action anthropologist,"today, Hewasa-field.wotke~~ l-Ie.:was
not satisfied with reading 'about Indians, or wiililistening to lecturesa'ljo-utt;hem-,froIn ex- .
petts. He was not even satisfied with sending:.outquestionnaires AAdCOI.P:pilitlg·stati$tit:al
information from the forms that were returned to him,He left;his~otnfoIPlbl~llo1p.~,his
wife and children, and he. went out to learn forhitnself, .directly fr()tl1th~ Ind.ians,. whatever he could abollt their ways .of life, theirbelieb,and theircus.t()IIl$•.l:Jis~~vel-and te;search took him far beyond his UnitedSrates: 'lIP the ,Missouri,·Qutonto theJ;llains,. and
then further; lothe Basin-Plateau region, the P.acificCoast, an<itheinland cotJ,tse,.reQlote
even today, of the Red River of.the North.
For Morgan was a-man with a theory. Unlike many of thehistotians.and-".natur~
scientists" of his day,hedid.n.otbelieve that Atnerican Indians had.coJlletothe~ericas
from Egypt by way of the lost continent, Atlantis. He believedthe.Y hadcoJJ1e#,om;.,i\$ia,
and no~ by·way of the other l~st continent~~u. Rathet~saidMorg~>Atned~fJpdi~s
were tlie descendants of sucesslve waves of 1Il1grants, who had left diff~entp~rtslo£Asla,
at different times, but within the present geological period. Like hi$, twe.ntiethr<=eI1tul'Y:
Ameriql11 followers he mourned thatthe.peoples of interior Asia wereinaccessibI_~t()himj
cut off by geographic and political barriers. AI! the same, Morgan provedhisp'fint.,All
serious research on the subject since his dayhasre-provenit.
.
t.
As a-writer cn travel, Morgan sta~ds.compa~is()n withhiscQntempot~~ l~tfnLloy(l
Stevens. True, Stevens' travels took -him to retnoter places; he was a.romant1c~d:an adventurer, nota social observer and commenter. But Morgan: was awate, as $tevens'wasiot
places and the people who lived in them; the splashofan-otter
. by anverbank;-tht;.:turn
of a hawk~s wings as the bird wheeled against the sky were to be noted-with the activities
of missionaries and Army'offiters. In the course of recordlng Iridian sQcia1;datil nt>oneelse
set downbe£ore or since, Morgan can pause to tellusliowthc'blackwal11ut growsfheside:I
Kansas stream, or,to describe a rickety wagon, its crow-baitteaIllofo;cen,@4 th.e
high-spirited young men, "brown and brawnY1.22and 25'¥earsold;'wDohadstarted-Qut
with this equipment to travel fromMassa.chusetts to Iowa to Pikes Peakai:ui>who did it.
.He can quote the riverboat man who said, .. ~ByG--d,thisisthebiggest&.nmd'st'c011ll,;
try in the whole wodd,''' with 'humor and sympathy forthe'man~sastoIDshmeiitlathis
first glimpse of the Nebraska prairies.
.'.
- '.
It is striking that Morgan's work on the Cheyenne; while it is not soIDtepsive.aslUs'
work on the Iroquois, is perceptive and amazinglycomplete.Hecodtd,not ·besaldt6have
worked with the Cheyenne as he worked with the Iroquois, yethe>gi..vestiSthe~da.
mentaIs of a Cheyenne ethnog~aphy in perhapsnyenty.pages. AndtheCh~yenn~were
o~yone of the tribes he observed, and .o~ whom he made notes, now irreplaceabl~ This
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reviewer is truly sorry that Dr. White, in editing the !Qurnals, saw fit to eXcise much of this
material, which would be invaluable to other anthropologists working with the same
tribes a century later.
Another surprising editorial fact is that this reviewer has been unable to determine,
from reading the introduction and notes to the !Qurnals, where they are now, how they
caine into Dr. White's hands to be edited, and what final disposition is' planned for the
original documents•. Surely this would be a story worth telling, editorially?
Most of the illustrations in the Journals have been reproduced before, in other works.
It is always pleasant to meet .old friends in handsome new clothes. An exception is the
James Otto Lewis plate of the interior of a Sioux tipi, contemporary with Catlin's and
Bodmer's paintings of earth lodge interiors, and of equal importance as the earliest detailed study of a tipi interior. Seating, of hosts and guests in relation to the tipi door; costumes; hanging of weapons and ·other belongings from the tipi poles, are all as one would
expect. If the artist did drop birchbark containers he had brought from his recent trip to
the Plains Chippewa on the floor, he did no more than the Sioux family itself might have
done.
Whatever one's major field of interest in North American anthropology, Morgan has
something to say to .the reader, and he always says it well. The Journals are good reading,
well worth the physical effort involved.
-Alice Marriott
Miss Marriott is the author of many books, including the popular biography of Maria, The Potter of San
llde/onso. Her most ~nt work is entided The First Comers: Indians 0/ America's Dawn, a survey of
anthropology and archaeology for young adults. She lives in Oklahoma City.

J.

A FITI'ING DEATH FOR BILLY THE Km, by Ramon
Adams. Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, ~960. 3io pp. $4.95.
!
. .
PAT GARRETT, A Biographyof the Famous Marshal and Killer of Billy the Kid, by Richard
O'Connor. New York: Doubleday &: Co., Inc., 1960.286 pp. $3.95.
At the risk of creating a reputation for the surly cijsmissal of all and any books on the
theme of the. troubles in Lincoln County, let me start ~y saying that I have expressed, in
print, gI:eat admiration for a few works on the subject; notable among them W. A. Keleher's Violence In Lincoln County, 1869-1881 (U.N.M. Press, 1957). I say this to prove a
point: that it is not beyond the capacity of a researcher to produce a worthwhile book on
this theme which does not place undue emphasis on B~lly the Kid and yet treats that over~
rated littlehorsethic;f fully and accurately. It is on occa.rims like the writing of this revieW-.
ii
that one longs for.the. cynical wit of a Mark Twain a DO.cothy Parker. These are, historically, two books for the rapid-forgetting treatmen I
Mr. Adams, .fr<?~his imposing list of fly-leaf ere 'ts, is a talented bibliographer with
some worthwhil~:bQoks-about-books behind him; he has made a lifelong love affair With
Western literatute pay a handsome dividend as an author. F#ting Death is not really a
book about the Kid so much as a book about books ,about the Kid-going over a great
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deal of the ground so ably covered by J. C. Dykes in his 1952 Bibliographyoja Legend
published by the University of New Mexico Press. It would notbe,D1irto dismiss Ramon
Adams asa historical researcher; but it is, one ;feels, fair to dismiss him asa wn.tributorto
the ,factual truth aboutBilly the Kid. In rapid succession, he examines dime ·novels,newspapers, magazine articles, paperbacks, other biographies, andthereminiseenccs olbIdtimers, presiding over the Iestivitieswithan'Olympian air, and interpolating-sometimes
correctly, sometimes not-innumerable andcon£usingcorrectio1l.S. Indeed, the authol;~s
errors are as much due'to his own inconsistence as to his lack '0£ acquaintance :with the
accurate and reliable writings on the subject. His statement {po 23) that no one ,·has'ever
denied that the Kid killed Beckwith is an instailce:notonlydoeshedoubtithitnse1f,but
he does so without referring to the testimony given aUheDudleyCoutto£ In.quirywhich
established that Billy had ,been lorig gone for maybe tenorfi£teen,mi!l.utes when Beckwith'was shot. Similarly, Adams opines that the trouble' between Chisum and the Seven
Rivers ranchers was not a part of the later troubles, although he had only toreadsoIIleof
the less-quoted but much more accurate writings by Rasch and Kdehertoseethatthis is
as wrong as any statement so sweeping could be. Early in. his book, Mr. Adams states unequivocally that he intenduo lay once and for all the ghost of "who killed ]ohnTun$tall."
I am still waiting, as lam waiting for him to get around to saying anythirig new on. the .
subject of Billy the Kid. Anyway, as soon as I see a professed historian. writing about the
activities of Hendry Brown, I think it forgivable if I sort of-pardon m~n.ort.
However, if I snort at Mr. Adams, with what do I express lIly opinion ofa writer of
the caliber of Richard O'Connor? In far too rapid succession, ,this author has given US a '
fair biography of Bat Masterson, a mediocre one of Wild,Bill Hickok, and now comes up
with an absolutely abysmal one of Plunck Floyd Garrett whose persoD.ality', frOI11 this
book, is about as vivid as the north end ofasouthbound steer heading in.tothe bteaks in
a blue norther. Inother'woi'ds~ a little hazy. This s~edbiography is so sketchily researched, so poorly written, SO pregnant with the most shattering~rrors, that a contemptuous dismissal is a compliment which it does not merit. To begin with, more than the first
half of the book is taken up with the career of Billy the Kid, andlnost o£theremainder
examines the Fountain. case. The reader is leftjo sort out Garrett's cai"eer from 'this extraneous ~akeweight and at the same time contend with a crop oferro.rsofwhich these
are but a few of the more glaring ones: that Murphy diedj~tbe£ore the "th!~-da.tbattle~'
in Lincoln; that Mrs. McSween brought the first piano to Lincoln '(groaril);<that Jitnand
, notAb Saunders was wounded when McNab was killed; that Williani, not A. L.,Rol)erts
was the Ruidoso farmer whose killers consisted of a group of men who~enames ha.ve been
"partiaUy forgotten."; that Garrett was collector of eustoms at EI Paso when JQhn. Wesley
Hardin' was killed there; and so on. You want more? Colonel Dudley~s.~eerwas'not
ended by his participation in the Lilicoln fracas; the Harroldswere norso'talledrMuephy
did not come to New Mexico with the California Column;, Jim East wasnot.sherlHof Tascosa in r8n; Billy the Kid did not kill a man for insultill.ghis mother. Ah,butwhy gQO~?
Ies obvious that lUehard O'Connor has used as his sources writers like BUiiJS andR:afue
and O'Connor. He has not even approached, much less read or been. ~dtWby) the less
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easily obtained pamphlets by Rasch, in particular, which make it so easy for the reviewer
to cut to ribbons such lousy historical reconstructions as this purported life of Pat Garrett.
, You may feel that these reviews are too general; that they do not bolster their own
op¥on with sufficient documentation of the errors which are the chief cause for comp!aipt. Perhaps this is true; perhaps one should go into endless detail and catalogue the
multiplicity· of error which abounds in both· books, but the task is difficult with Mr.
A4ms, and beyond the capabilities of any man now living as far as Mr. O'Connor is concer*ed. I think I can truthfully say that it takes a pretty bad book on Lincoln County to
~ bore me, for my interest is genuine and (I hopei) constructive. Nevertheless, Mr.
Ad~ came perilously near to the mark with his Fitting Death, and Mr. O'Connor's Pat
Garrett was not only unreadable, but inaccurately unreadable.
Total cost of these two books is nearly nine dollars. Think of all the other books you
could buy with nine dollarsl Or better still, do it.
-Frederick W.Nolan
Associate. editor of Corgi Books, the English branch of Bantam Books, Mr. Nolan has long been interested in the American West. He is active in the British corral of the organization known as the
Western~s. and UNM Press will publish the journal of John Tunstall, which Mr. Nolan has edited and
annotated.

THE GILA TRAIL: The Texas Argonauts
and the California Gold Rush, by Benjamin
B1.J,tler Harris. Ed. and. annot. by Richard
H. Dillon. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1960. 190 pp. $4.00.
On December 7, 1848, the famous tea
caddy of gold dust from California reached
Washington, D.C., and touched oflthe
Westward rush of the forty-niners. One of
the first caught in the stampede, a young
Virginia-born lawyer, on March 2.5, 1849,
took Clown his shingle in Panola County,
Texas, where he had been practicing, and
struck out for Dallas. His purpose in going
Wesr,the lawyer said, was as much to escape East Texas' malarial fever as to discover California's gold. In Dallas, where he
observed the forerunners of Neiman-Marcus fashion plates (men dressed "a la Indian in frontier buckskin suits"), the
lawyer joined Captain Isaac H. Duval's
fifty-two-man party thar, on April 10, 1849,
departed.for Sonora, California. The Texas
310
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"Argonauts" traveled by saddle horse and
pack mule to El Paso, cut south i,nto Chihuahua, turned north into present.day Arizona, and followed the Gila River (hence
the title, The Gila Trail) to California.
After harrowing experiences with ,nature
(especially drought) and Indians (primarily Mangas Coloradas' Apaches), they arrived September 29, 1849, at the mines.
Forty years later, the· lawyer-;-Benjamin Butler Harris-wrote his. memoirs.
His manuscript-revealing a man of remarkable memory, of intelligence and
humor-remained virtually unnoticed,
however, for nearly seventy years. Now,
resurrected from the Huntington Library
and edited by Richard H. Dillon, it appears
as the thirty-first volume of. the University
of Oklahoma Press' notable American Exploration and Travel Series.
Appropriately, Harris' memoirs have
been sub-titled The Texas Argonauts. because rather striking para~els, other than
NMQ XXX: 3
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the natures of the quests, exist between the the C:ilifo:rnia State Library and theautbor
Texans' search for gold duSt and Jason's of Embilr~adero (New York, 19591,lU!$mythological search for the Golden Fleece• ard H. Dillon has .doneageneraUycrecllt.T here is, forenxttple, in Captain Duval, able job ofeditillg tiIarris'm~use,ript.
the expedition leader who later wonfatn~ There isa paucityofEast1texas<histo.t'icar
as a Confederate Army officer,'the coub.ter- . references .inthe·bibliography, whicih1ists
part of JasoD;and ..thereare the raw Irish- only The' Handb:ot:/k. ,of·1!exas,a.notible
man, "NacitoshU Sutherland, who squares general reference, true; but lacking in the
with Hercules, and the brothers, John and detailofa work such. .a$G~L.Cr()¢.kett's
William Ayers, comparable toeastor and Two Centuries in Eas:t 'Texas(DaIlas,.
Pollux. Then, as the earlier Argonauts were 1932). And. perhaps .thisaccoW1t~ .£ofOJ:le
Pefriended by fierce inhabitants of Lemnos, of the few minor 'errors irttheanno~tiQns
fue Texans received succor from savage in- -the statement that the fust white settlers
dians. The friendly Maricopas, described by arrived in 1833' in ·P.anola .County,. wh~e,
Harris as the "sturdiest, lustiest race of In- actually, the :firsth(jus~ is kn,ownto have
dians yet seen," in fact, are reminiscent of been builtin 1819' In almQst every respect,
the statuesque Amazons encountered by however, Dillon's work isfir$t-rate•.
Jason. But, above all, The Gila Trail is the
-EdU!inW~Gasl()n,Jr.
story of Benjamin Butler Hams,. who in Author. of a forthcoming ·UNMPressbook. a criti~
recording it followed in the tradition of cal survey of TneE.arly NQtlc{oftnt.$QuthfileSI,
AppoUonius o£Rhodes,chronic1erof'the Dr. Gaston is Associate Professor of Eng1i~h.. at
quest for th~ Golden Fleece. After making StephcI\ F. Austin State CoUese in Nacogclodtes,
Texas. He has worked with'I'exas travel 'material
the trek to the goldfields, Har.ris fought on and folklore. Currently he is afwotk bna-mIl-·
the side of the Confederacy in the Civil length stUdy' of contemporaIySputhWestern.
War, served a brief term as president of a literature.
Baptist universityatMurfreesboJ'o, Tennessee, married, and returned pennanendy to TmTROtTBLESOME ¥OYAGEO:P' C@r~N
~ California.
.
EDWARD FENTON,IS82.,83, ed~ by]:.G•. R..
Besides shedding light on one group of Tayior. New 'Yorl~:Gatnbridgc:Univer$ity
Texas forty-niners, Harris' memoirspx:esent . Press, 1959. The 'aakl#yt.. SOciety,Se~na
new'material on. such important early Cali-· Series: No. CXIII. 390Pp.f6'50' ..
fornians. as Major James D. Savage, Judge
In the English.sllea.kiJJ.gWodd the. exDavid S. Terry, and John Joel Glanton~ pl~its of the E1izabeth~ . s~adogs. h<\v¢
And, refreshingly, The Gila Tl'aildOCfi its always been seen . through ah#eo£ towork in a literate fashion. As editor Dillon mance•. The Spcmishpointo£ view<was
notes,. only minoreditoriaI ''surgery-''. has sQmethlng else again,' butequapy XQWAAtic'
been pedormed,even with· respect to spell- in its own. way. Thischap.te(9(ll1~4tirt:le
ing corrections-a fact alone' quite Star- history has yet ·to '~'p~ebte4 in~i~
ding when qne recalls a journal such as dimensions, for .JnaIlY. iow.erWise.~dber
Jacob Fowler's that misspelled "difficulties" scholars h~vefaiIeatoJr:ee'the~er\T,~·~~~
twelve ways.
tirely ~9m the glarnorofthel~gend.• ldke
The librarian of the Sutto Branch of most human dQC1JgJ.ent~~.thenal1~tiyes
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publish~d in the magnificent collection of from the diary of Richard Madox, Fenton's
. The PrincipalI NatJigations, Voiages and chaplain, who did not live to see England
DiscOtleiies of the English Nation were again. "Madox's nature shines through his
often colored by motives of private orna- Private Diary-a perceptive observer of his
. tional mterest. Richard Hakluyt himself fellows ••. a man of firm Christian prinused the editorial blue pencil whenever he . cipIe, who could yet relish seaman's hufelt that publication of all the facts might mour and 'tell a broad anecdote with zest;
not be expedient.
outspoken in his judgements of others, but
Gradually, however, long-neglected generous and peace-loving; an intelligent,..
Spanish, French, and English sources are curious, and articulate man, with a trained
receiving more of the attention jusdy due and well-stored mind .••" Madox was inthem: Antonio Rumeu de Armas has per- deed a great diarist, and we hope, with
haps made the most extensive use of the Miss Taylor, that someone will soon see fit
materials stored in Spanish repositories in to publish a' complete edition of this
his volumes'On John Hawkins and on naval delightful· document.
-Eleanor B. Adams
activity about the Canary Islands, without
neglecting the traditional English sources;
and the Hakluyt Society has published sev- THE LIFE AND TIMES OF Flt.\y JUNiPERO
eral volumes of translations of Spanish SERRA, O.F.M., or the Man who Never
docUments gathered by Irene Wright and Turned Back (1713-1784), by Maynard J.
others~
Geiger, OF.M. Washington, ~C.: AcaThe Trouhlesome Voyage of Captain demy of American Franciscan History,
Edward Fenton contains all the surviving 1959. Monograph Series V, VI. Vol. I, 448
records of an unsuccessful English venture, pp.; Vol. 2, 508 pp. $12.00.
hitherto known only I from Luke Ward's
"The New World was as much of an
account, published by;Hakluyt in 1589' The adventure for the missionary friar as for the
ostensible aim of this enterprise was to es- soldier at arms." This monumental biogtablish an English- trading Ibase in far r~phy of the Majorcan Franciscan who
Cathay. Once at .sea, however, Fenton's founded the missions of Upper California
grandiose schemes for rivaling the success.: is a fitting illustration of France Scholes' obes of Sir Francis Drake in robbing the servation.The life of the documentary hisSpaniards
began to leak out. But Fenton torian is not always so unadventurous as
t
had no qualities to inspire men to £allow some may think. In his search for every
him w~erever his· fancy led, and his arbi- scrap of writing by or concerning Serra that
trary and vainglorious conduct resulted in has survived, Father Geiger traveled more
desertion and chaos. The documents, im- than a hundred thousand miles on two conpeccably edited by Miss Taylor's master tinents, and. much of the two hefty volumes
hand, record' the events that led to the of· The Lifel and Times of Fray luntpero
humiliating failure of the expedition and Serra was written "along highways and bythe feelings of some who took part in it.
ways, in obscure towns, in metropolitan
For the general reader, the interest of centers,·in missions and monasteries, where
the whole is gready enhanced by excerpts Serra had lived." The story of Fray Jum312
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pero's ~reer s~ives in the innumerable
bundles ,of aging paper his biographer has
studied so thoroughly. In re-telling it, he
. has "tried to capture the atmosphere of
Serra's day in describing the geographical
setting and in reconstructing the social and
religious, political and econottIic, as well as
the institutional spirit of which he was a living part." Fortunately Father Geiger is too
sound a scholar to allow his own emotions
and ways of thought to,distort the picture,
and he has made good use of this technique'
to illuminate it without succumbing to any
temptation to render it in glorious technicolor. As Serra himself once wrote: "What
I saw with my own eyes,' I described as
such; and what I heard from others, I described as I heard it." A happy combination
of learning and enthusiasm have resulted
in an honest,complete, and absorbing account of oncof the outstanding ligures in
North American mission history) to'beread
with profit and pleasure by the scholar and
generalreade.r alike.
-Eleanor B. Adams
Research .Associate in History at the University of
New Mexico.' Eleanor Adams is co-author, with
Fray Angelico Chavez, of The Missions of New
Mexico. 1776. Currendy, she is working on a descriptive history of New Mexico in the .latter part
of the seventeenth century.
BARoQ~

TIMES

IN

OLD MEXICO, by Irving

A. Leonard. Ann Arbor: University of
Michigan Press, 1959. 269 pp.$6'50.
There was a time when the Baroque
Age. in Spain was considered the epitome
of all that was exaggerated, grotesque, and
diseased in ~ literature, architecture, and
the other fine arts. However, beginning
with approximately the tercentenarycelebration of the death ofG6ngpra, held in
192.7, an intensive re.-evaluation of the
BOOKS
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period has led inostcritics to altertheirposi~
tions. What has been acbievc:dby criti<:$of
the Spanish cultural scenefpr the.pe.dpd jn
question Profess()rLeo~ardklsdone for
. Mexicoin this bOQk.It.llSedtobepra~tical
1y .axiomaticthat ifSpa.in was ina cultural
decline duringthatdiffic:ultperiQdrMeXico
was litt;le '1ll0retbana "pallidrefl~ti()nof
the worst elements' of what·little~u1turc:
remained in Spain. It is [0 be •fervently
hoped ' that Dr. LeQnard'spoo!t.willdispel
that illusi~nonce<and£orall.Anagewhicp.
could produ~eaSor Juanaota Catl()sde
Siglienza y G6ngora ,.·is farfrominsignificant.
Jtmustbe remembetedthatWestem
Europeandvilizationhad,beenfunctioning in. Mexico andamalgatnating its~f
withthenati'Ve~u1turesforalmosta.;e¢n~
tury .before Jamestowllwasfounded in

1607. The first Bush ofenthusiasm 'brought
on bythe~nquest hadbeguntodiedown
before the. seventeenth. century got .under
way, and as Professor ·Leonatd P9intsou~
the extemalevents ofthatten~w:erecllOt
strikingj,however,.hiswry does bot (C<l$e .
in the absence ·of striking political events;
and thesevent~thcentutyIepresents.a
lang consolidationo£ gains 'c:ulttirallyand
econottIicallysignifitant .in MeXico<before
the decline of Spanish power which . was
ushered in .by the acce$sionofthe139utbans to the throne in 17oo.Dt~ ~a:naid~s .
book bears the subtitle· "Scenes ,from Life
in the Seventeenth Centurj,"and against
a .background of theinterneanesocial;
economic, religious,and .politicalttmfioil
of the age, he introduccs:sol1lC'()fthe ¢tIStoms .md characters who madeM¢Xico '
what it was. Theauthortovel'$eYctyUUng
from the reading habitsoftheM¢Xieansto
the inBuence exerted by thc Inq;usitionon313 .
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:' the daily lives of the inhi~tants, the social
conflicts brought on by.....the Sp~sh-Creole
Indian-Negro-MestiffO"'"'" elements in the
socie~, and the Hublic literary events. A
large part of the book is. taken up with a
description of the literature of the period,
and a vivid descr~ption it is.
T~ book is extremely difficult to review, because it is impossible to give any
adequate idea of its contents in a few
words: it covers'a great deal of territory,
none of it super$cially, and the reader is
left with a strong impression that he has
been there and participated in the daily life
of the Mexican Baroque Age. The clear
style of the book, however, does not minimize the impeccable character of Dr.
Leonard's scholarship. It is not often that a
book appears which is satisfactory to both
the scholar arid the general reader; but this
one happily belongs to that number.
-T. Robert Feynn
ART AND ARCIJlTECTTJRE

IN SPAIN AND

PORTUGAL AND THEIR AMERICAN DOMINIONS,

1500 TO 1800, by George Kubler and

Martin Soria. Baltimore: Penguin Books,
1959· 476 pp. $12.50.
Professors George Kubler of'Yale and
Martin Soria of Michigan State have maintained the distinguished character of the
Pelican history of art series in their 1959
publication Art and Architecture in Spain
and Portugal and Their American Dominions, 1500 to 1800.
•
~
In nearly 120' densely written pages,
and with the aid of 150 well-chosen drawings and phQtographs, Dr. Kubler amasses
innumerable historic data in order to outline Iberian arcpitecture and its New
World interpretations. Martin Soria, employing- somewhat less rigorous phrasing,
314
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consumes 225 pages and an equal number
of illustrations in surveying monuments of
sculpture and painting within the same geographic limits. Although both scholars are
writing unde£ the duress of spatial restrictions, their purpose is attained with the ease
of necessity. The co-authors accurately point
out that "no book of the scope of this one
exists in any l~guage, and • • • students
everywhere are in need of one."
Certa!nly one of the great pfeasures in
scanning this work emerges as cross-checking and locating of basic information involves the careful reader. Quick references
-contents, lists of figures and plates, maps,
abbreviations and IlOO footnotes-total
over seventy pages; bibliography and index,
an additional forty. In the text, main regional divisions are fractioned by temporal
and stylistic units. For example, in the chap- ter on architecture in Portugal and Brazil,
George Kubler employs such expliCit subunits as "Italian and Netherlandish Contributions (1580-1640)" and "Unified Naves
and Cellular Envelopes (1640-1720)." In
a similar section on sculpture, Martin Soria
discerns "The Joanine Style (c. 1715-35)"
in Portuguese stylistic shiftings from Baroque to Neo-Classicism. Despite buffetings
by these huge quantities of art-historical
fact, we are repeatedly stabilized by comparisons and relationships drawn by the coauthors in their scholarly passion for
organization.
Volumes of such an intensity as Art
and Architecture in Spain- and Portugal
may become dry and tedious. However, the
varied tonality of literary styles exploited
by Professors Kubler and Soria insures
their work against this fate.
Local readers of Religious Architecture
of New Mexico (1940) already know how
NMQ XXX:3
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Dr. Kubler can write with exactness and'
careful hypothesizing. In his current effort
we detect an even greater.directness and
brevity. Obviously, GeorgeKubler cherishes
absolute accuracy in phraseology so as to
achieve the· fullest description possible in
the briefest space. As We might also expect,
nomenclature is punctilious and demanding. Finally, through precise de1ini.tions of
regional and individlllli styles· and lucid
categorization of their sources, Dr. Kubler
offers his most strikingly original contribu-.
tions to studies of Iberian Renaissance
building.
Next, we come with some preconceptions to the portions written by Dr. Soria
-sculpture and painting. At first we note,
and may regret, the lack of Kublerian;' detached description. However, at least three
adeqllllte reasons exist for the more subjective approach of Dr. Soria. In comparison
to architecture, the pictorial· arts of Spain
,and Portugal have accrued a· far greater
quantity of historical groundwork in the
form of published ,researches. Secondly, the
creators of these· arts-Berruguete; EI
Greco, Velazquez, Ribera and Zurbaran-are more familiar to most of US than the
equal talents of architects GllllS, Toledo and
Tome. And then we might also adinit that
representative sculpture and painting induces a 'more immediate emotional response than classical fa~des of-eighteenthcentury town halls. With this final· psychological advantage and with .so many
facts about his popular topic nearly common knowledge, Dr. Soria understandably
becomes an enthusiastic cicerone. Santos at
San- Benito in Valladolid are seen as
"symbolso£'consUllling emotion; contorted,
writhing, tormented and trembling • . • a
vision seen ina terrible dream" (p. '133)'
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While varying quality irt. the writings
of co-authors: Kublerand·,soria··miliibbe
accepted· as ·.1iterary .Ucetise, ;theitvieW·of
post.;Collquestartislessdeseevingof vur
condolence.Forexamplej'ofwhat\realvalui::
is the com.parison,drawn "byDl\ Sdna,l;e;.
tween colonial Mexi&nsCUltpure<an.d
Tang drapery (p. 193), JaparteSe No masks
(p. 181 ) and works by' Heiny:' Moore

(p. 142)?· OriStheterm~'ManrietisQ.c~'
really suited to Spanish..Americanpainting? 01l·theothet hand" 'Dr~ Kublei' might
adopt a more sy~pathetitattitl.ldet:ow*d
Spanish-colonialat~hitecturejJratherthan

branding it "weak" and "dissQlved."Have
not archeology and anihrQ{>ologyshowItus
thereIatlve ifnottheabsoluteei'ior ·1n
criticizing non-European cultural· .artifacts
from aClassic-orientedperspectlve,a'slari.t
usuallydistortedbythesteriiity6tVictoii"revival esthetics"? Such·critic;dmyopia
somewhat depreciates thevalue·()f this
. volume.
Admittedly, Art antlArdiitectur.ein
Spain and Portugal was not designed <£6r
the layman ofpassing mtetesN1lldlifuited
academic p.reparatioll~CasualreadetSj~eek
inga comfortable review o£'Iberian l{enaissance arts, may find this tome' . a·tiHle
.tedious. NeveI'theless,seriousstUdents~ te.,
'quiring aconsid~rablequantity~o£weu
organized facts andsuggestions~shou1d.
discover in this jointeffotta'Ifia.jOftelerenCe source of grand,convenience £or aldng,
time to come.

an

-RichardE.Ahlborn
~ACHE, NAVAHO A,NfJ SPANrAIID,hy1~kkD.

Forbes. NOrmall': Uiiivel'stty ofOklahoma
Pres$, 1960.330pP., ill'ilS.$5~95"·
This hook isa chronological' ac;:co1lftt
of interaction among ·Spaniards, .Apaches,
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and other· In-dians living in what is now
,the so~thwestern United States ~d northernMexico between c. i535 and t698.
Data gleaned primarily £roin' Spanish
documentS h~;vebeen used ~, ~itpport the
contentions that, before SpiUrish contact,
Apache-Pueblo' relations w~e essentially
peaceful and sY1l!biotic, and thal the advent
of the Spaniards,: especially th~ settlers of
1598, upset an existing equilibrium and
was thus a prime cause of Apache aggressions. The evidence shows that even after
Apache-Pueblo relations in general deteriorated, 'some Apache groups continued to
main~ close friendships with some Pueblos; it was Spanish oppression, far more
than Apache raids, that brought the Pueblos to grief. '
Forbes' has made several incidental
contributions by using old information to
new phrpose. For example, he points out
that' the execution of Juan Archuleta in
1643 automatically places this soldier's expedition to ElCuartelejo before that datea fact of consid~ableinterest to students of
the, Plains. Moreover, Forbes' footnote com, mentary on Juan Amando Niel represents
a long-overdue expose'of that writer, who
has roisledmany a student.
throughout most of the. book, Forbes
refers tO'the Mexican Border Tribes and the
TePs Jumanos as speakers of Athabascan
without qlialification, citing his earlier discuSsion of the subject in Ethnohistory (Vol.
6, pp. 97"159; 1959). Although this is not
a review of that article, it should be pointed
out that most of the Spanish references
which serve to link the Border Tribes and
th~ Jumanos with Apaches could reflect
Spanish recognition of upolitical" affiliation
and/or intermarriage on the part of these
groups.
316
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In s~ating on Southern Athabascan origins, Forbes, aligns himself with
•
those 'who prefer to believe' that ·the
Apaches. were in the Southwest long be- ,
fore the Spaniards arrived. Further, he
questions the view that the Apaches ~
grated from the north. The literature bearing on these questions is not adequately
represented either in the' text or in' the
bibliography: therefore the reader should
investigate'the matter for himself, or at least
defer judgment.
Forbes' main thesis, however, is valid
and his book, because of its potentially wide
distribution, should serve as a much-needed
corrective to the belief that the Apache was,
in the period discussed, primarily an aggressor and the scourge of the Pueblos.
-Dolores A. Gunnerson
A PhD. candidate in anthropology at the University of Utah, Mrs. Gunnerson now lives in Behhont,

Massachusetts. She has published in Nebraska History, Prairie Schooner, and El Palacio.
'

STANFORD SHORT STORIES 1960, ed. by Wallace Stegner and Richard Scowcroft. Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1960. 177
pp. $2·95·
"That sense of power arched and violent, yet suspended"-in its image of
equestrian' magnificence Joanna Ostrow's
"A Decision to Withdrawu provides a mon- '
ument to the high art of fiction practiced
at Stanford. ·Were the stori~ not arranged
alphabetically, according to author, Miss
Ostrow's own surely would be among the
foremost. Her contempt for "the Money"
and his wife, presumptuously preparing for
Olympic dressage beyond their compre-

an
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hension as well as their prowess, finds justification· in her llauative'sproperlyfierce,
rhythmical shape. &tanford fellows· often
are chosen for the promiseofmutual.proYocation which their personal variety·can
provide. B:uthere an authenticity of more
than private detail and specialized lore
emerges~ that"wise accuracy which p,oeeeds
only from whoever,.while training a horse,
trains himself"and so trades: pretension for
durable self-app,reciation.
The same tertainty ofexperienc~ held
accountable after long \7igil shines through
Tillie Olsen's"Tell Me a Riddle." Cor~
nered by death and its demands £orass~
ment, a bickering old' couple 004· in
themselves sufficient hUman .resource. During the agony of his wife's last day, Grand:'
dad is begged to ··come back'and help her
poor body to die," on the promise that some
more incorruptible self had already recovered, in memory, the day "when she first
heard music." The narrative style is as amningly incoherent as that passionate inartienlateness which so well defined Mrs.
Olsen's earlier story, "Hey Sailor, What
Ship?" (Best American Short Stotiesof
1957). With:the precision of a James Agee,
she resorts to poetic utterance to expr~
her characters' hal£~stifledoutcryt their
primitive truth; All living things infonn
against the turned dOWn hearingajd: the
grandchildten;s attendanccon Disaster
Day,. the "Rosita" cookie commemorating
the Mexican newly-dead, the closeted child,
fugitive recollections of prison ~p, the
tape-recorderinnerD:1onologue. The meaning of life is in its being lived. And the
author's powercomes,Irom therespeet she
gives her characters' truth of experience.
Several other stories aspire to the magnitude and control of these two, md'afcw
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approach' them. OtympiaKarageorges'
'~Careet"allethates 'betweenlOc3l~.ppeaJ.

(the Greek famllyin J;:gypt);UJ.d.$erttimed·t
tality (the farnted:..outservan~~s:'d:U1d)"pet;
haps 'because the ppin.t'ofvi¢w-istoo
autobiographical to 'bechata¢t~~a''pD. jectivelY,lUltilthe last il'onicmom¢nt/J()M
Waterhouse's "The Small,'$cntietlouseof
Bertr'amCamin" (thebully'senttoJqghten
~ front his property~is .routed ,when
spit defiles his.bOots} and Robin ·MacDOnala's "A Red,Red Coat"·{an,idiotgirl.
looses his £etrets on atqbereu1ar .whohas
dared to ~mpa.re' thcitneed$)sJjffeI' \ft<>tIl
too littleinterimreservc(lf'insigl:ttbe£ote
the strongtoumg()£theit:~c1ings.Yettheir
und¢niableseriousnessmakes·them superi...
or to the .tabJoid 'unsubtleties of "Martin
Fincher, Tripod Man"or the coy-coD,licin..
Bationof «The' Baseball Busm~·'·· and
"The Pride of Scotland", hand;.IIle-'Ciown
jokes.
Least understandable are the inclusion .
oftwo selectibns ttomstudentnovelswhose
w1ndyrambling not only c::onttibutesfioth..
inginsttuctively to, the solution ofshottlic:tion~spioblemsbut is unfotgi\7a:bleintbe
company ofTillieOlsen'snovelette~ in
which no word is wasted;and evety n\$lce
of sound or itnage ism opportunity. It
must ·be little consolation to such novelists:.by~efa.ultandby-attenuation,if;Mr$.·OI ..
sen's story is 'solncompara:ble-that e\7enshe
must sometimes despair ;0£ itsduplicaq<>ll.
.'

J

--ul:11J4rdCasper..
THE LA~SCAPE

ANI)

THE I~O~INGGLMS:

' WiUaCathet'sSeatch forValue,:pyJohn.
H. Randall ID. Boston: lIotigntOn MifBin
Co., 196o~ 425 PP.$5"7S.
Because ISbn ~dal1mli4get$~Yer
alleged .'lqOcalcolor"inOPion~ers1"th~
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only Willa Cather novel which he can admire, the· reader is less outraged. to hear
Death Comes to the Ardbishop classified
as a,. sentimental novel. By then he has been
acclim.ated to the . critic's limitationsnaivete, impatience, cocksureness, selfparaphrase.
In Death Comes to the Archbishop the
Jesuit missionaries.are scolded for not being
wholly ascetic: they like their native soups
and.cathedrals. Are they genuine pioneers;
are they good enough Catholics? Randall's
measure leaves no room for human complexities. Similarly he abhors the absence
of a single hero-spokesman, since elsewhere
he has relied on extensive quotation as if
to trap Miss Cather into self-incrimination.
Perhaps because he interprets the novel's
values· as "hiet:archal, feudal," and these
are antagonistic to his own apriorisms
(Randall's preference for eighteenth century analogies betrays an optimistic rationalism), imagery of inundating light
becomes pointless; tiS$ues of legend and
historic present, a pattern of irrelevancies.
In The Professor's House, Randall is
more sympathetic to compositional use of
"Tom Outland's Story." Yet he is unimpreSs.ed by the Indian c1iff-dwellers' intimate culture. And because he ~nnot accept
nostalgia as a legitimate, nonsentimental
judgment . of~ contemporary conditions,
scandaliZed he diagnoses the professor's
willingness to die as the consequence of
either spiritual pride or the male
climacteric.
The Southwest seems to have only
literary existence for Randall even though,
after six months in Arizona and New Mexico, Willa Cather surrendered her adolescent illusions abo~t the urban East, and
wrote 0 Pioneers! Randall talks of "vegeta. '318
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tioni rites" as if seasons were artificial import;ations among people of the/ soil. He
ta~ of Populist folklore without acknowl..
edgtng very real conditions faced by farmers who voted Populist.
.
~Aboveall Randall talks of how Willa
Cather reveals her bluntness, arrogance
and lovelessness in her novels. Yet whatever her nature, theirs rarely lack subtlety
or a sense of agonized struggle for a c0herent, constant vision. Is her "masculinity"
funCJamental to any consideration of more
than personal components and counterforces in her books: the tremulous mutual
identification of self and multigeneration
family (or the Catholic church); the survival of sensitivity ,within modern masses;
the attempt to reconcile spontaneity (American opportunity) and tradition (cultivated
European talent)?
The logic of experience requires fluctuations in author and character wherever
such human decisions are in process. Surely
they are preferable to the inflexible disdain
of their textbookish critic.
d
-Leonard Casper
The University of Washington Press recendy released Dr. Casper's study of Robe:rt Pe:nn Warren:
The Dar-k and Bloody Grormd. Associated. with
Boston Colle:ge, where: he teaches English, Leonard
Casper has taught creative writing at Wisconsin,
Corne:ll, the University of the Philippines and at
Boston College. His short stories have ~ppeared
in the O. Henry and Martha Foley anthologies of
the best short fie:tion.

$

ROBERT PENN W ~N: The Dark and
Bloody Ground, by Legnard Casper.
Seattle: University of Washington' Press,
1960• 212 pp. $4.75.
When he retired from the Yale English
department in 1956 to devote himself enNMQ XXX: 3
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rirely to writing, Roben Penn Wartenhad fictiQn~Mr.Casper would a~unt for 'this
reached a goal that in academic literqry oversight· bY'theg~eral.¢riti~'?incoII1pre ..
circles is regarded as virtually impossible of hension of an imP9rtant.element.in.Wat:.. attainment.-. His Vanderbilt colleagueso£ ren's wor.k,,,anel~ment thatprovidC$.the
the 'twenties, however, should n6'thave title for thep~esenf\T()lnttlefW'arren..1$
been surprised; such men. as Joh.nCrowe world isa world.ofYiolence,a::'~tlark~d
Ransom~ Allen Tate, Donald' Davidson, bloody :ground.... On. itS.most 1,iterml<~V,.el,
Andrew-Lytle, and Cleanth ~~ooks'(iione thisphrase.is·the·Ifidian,Qam.e£bfWa~reJ:l~$
of whom have been .ableto .gi.v~themse1ves native state ofK:en.t\lcky" Yet,.tga d¢epen.,
to full·time writing) had early marked in ingpyrcunid or meaiJ1ng,thetroubledlarid
"Red" Warren an unusual talent and a can be seen to be the So~th, A.n.t.erica,.the
compelling power. From those early days, modem world, $d:finaUythehtunan
when. the thin, awkward KeIitucky boy condition. itself.. In Warren's work, vier
drew a protective sponsorship on the Van- lenl;eisa necessity,; it -is, as Mr~Casper
derbilt campus, he has indeed, in line writes" "token for the individual'slaboring
with many predictions,' made major emergencefromandthtpugh his circumachievements in literature.
stances, the struggle of each 'man for selfThough his career by ilO means se~s consciousness."
FromWarren$s eadiest Fugitive
near conclusioil (he is fifty-five and just last
year published his sixth novel, The Cave), poems, his biography of'John, llrowIlJ his
it has been defined with enough consistency early novels N1ghtRider and AtF/.eatten's
for Leonard Casper to surveyits largelittea,. Gate through his more fully realized works
meilts with some certainty. In his recently --5ome of the Selected' Poems, All the
published volume· Robert Penn Watr~m Kil1g~s Men, World'E#ough ana Time,and
The Dark and Bloody Ground, Mr. Casper Band of Angels--he has been striving to
views withunderstllndingthe' world War- know his 'OWIl vision;£or, as Mr.dasper
ren creates and ,details· Warren's progress rightly indicates, writing' is for ·W.arteil>a
~oward the full realization of that·world cognitive process. ThuS the struggle for
in each genre he has essayed. Author of six identity 'onthepartofthetreativeartistis
novels, tbreevolumes of poetry, two vol- related, in Wal'ten'smind, tothe$3Ifie
umes of short stories, a ,cOllec~on of critical struggle.' in all men. It is a struggle toacessays, several dramas, histories, and biog- knowledgeandconfesssitt~the.siil·ofiexist
raphies, and seven textbooks, Warren has ing, thesin'of sepatateness--.;.arid through
won prizes, Literary Guild contracts, and thatc::onfession, toniove,on .toward~expia.:.
the Pulitzer award. Two of his novels have tioiland redemption.' In a sense,'elSMt.
been made into 'movies. All his work has Casperlliakesdeat"Watren.~sreading6f
met With unusual fin:mcial SIlCCe5S, Yet he The Rime-of the AndcntMarinW'rSCo£::cru..
,
, is not really a we1l.:knownwriter outside dal impoitance in. the intel"pretation6fhis
.
the literary world. Nor, despite his cbVious own work.
latgeness of scope, his philosophic depth,
Mr.Casper'-s~oflUs :bQPI(asa
and his excellence of technique, has hebeett "map" of W~tten. It should hea· valuable
given a place of high honor by critics of .guide to the student of Warren~s work, as
BOOKS
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well as to the reader who knows little of
him or, perhaps, who. understands little of
the Southern temperament. Its unarrative
briefs" .are accurate and helpful, ~ts commentaries clear, its bibliographies full. One
CdUld wish it less gnomic in insight and
more conventionally expository in style, as
one ~ould desire perhaps a wider perspective than the merely modem one'it provides for viewing Warren's world. But, despite these shortcomings, Robert Penn Warren: The Dark and Bloody Ground is a
sympathetic and intdligent interpretation
of an importantwriter who has been hugely
influential on all fronts in American lettets.
-Louise Cowan
I

Chairman of the Department of English at the
Pniversity of Dallas, Dr. Louise Cowan is the author of a critical history of the Fugitive movement,
published by Louisiana State'University Press.

Doubleday & Co. has announced the
opening of its second annual Catholic Prize
Contest. Offering prizes in three categories,
fiction, biography and non-fiction, the contest seeks to encourage authors and to stimulate interest in all. fields of Catholic writing. The contest is oPen to ,all authors, new
or established, Catholic or non-Catholic,
writing in the English language.' Granted
at the judges' discretion, each of the three
awards provides $5000 as a guarilllteed advance royalty against the aut\1or's earnings.
Further details may be obtained by writing
The Doubleday Catholic Prize Contest, in
care of Doubleday & Co., Inc., 575 Madison
Avenue, New York 22, New York.
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One of the strangest publisher's addresses, or so it must seem to those accustomed to New York 17, New York, is that
of Dale Stuart King, whose books come
from Six Shooter Canyon in Globe, Arizona. One of Mr. King's latest releases is
Meet the Southwest Deserts, by Philip
Welles, illustrated with photographs by
Marvin H. Frost, Sr. Priced at $1.00, the
paper-backed volume illustrates the curious
and varied plants and animals tt> be found
in desert lands below 4,500 feet elevation.
Other tides from Six Shooter Canyon include Frontier Military Posts' of Arizona,
a concise and colorful history of the 46
military camps and forts built in Arizona
Territory to subdue and control the numerous Indian tribes .•• from 1849 to the
surrender of Geronimo in 1886. Priced
at $1.00 in paper, it is the work of Ray
Brandes, C\lfator of Collections, Arizona
Pioneers' Historical Society. Old Father,
the Story Teller, also published by.Mr.
King, is the work of well-known New'
Mexico Indian artist, Pablita Velarde. In it,
she tells and illustrates six tribal legends.
The' book is a handsome, big package, 9
inches x 12 inches, with a full cover painting on vinyl cloth in boards, five full calor
paintings and eight smaller ones; three
black-and-white illustrations. The price is
$7.95. It is to be hoped that Mr. King, or
some other far-seeing publisher, will secure
the rights to Pablita Velarde's paintings of
the story of the Christ Child, which added
to the luster of December, 1960 New Mexico Magazine. These would make a unique
and lovely seasonal tide for some Southwestern publisher.
NMQ XXX:3
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TmGAZABOS 41 Poems by Edwin Honig. New York: Clarke & Way, Inc., 1960.66 pp.
J

~~

~

The stone lion of the tide asks its riddle' as you go in an:.d answers, in its own final
poem, as you go out. And it isn't just the fact that in summet houses or through winter
windows we look out at a Happy Hooligan world only.to see;ourse1ves. That is much of
what we've seen inside the book, a pia&: of a' different architecture.
Inside, as through.shards of wan and greenery, is an aquariutn.world peopled with
deathly silences. A world where the fish look back at you and knowyou--striking down
in one glance an age's pitiful plea foi a togetherness it thinks it doesn'thave~.
A world where the end is mere ~lesh of the beginning•.What you look at is fraught
with what you're soon to see:
A shaggy sea-wet islet pauses tiddess .
Under two haw1O; hoveiing. A dim
~
Washed heaven blue sumiountsthe wordless"
Morning, its'weighty world·wide asklng trimmed
Dow.!l to sununer silence. Was paradise
Like this before the need arose for it. • • .r

.~

(from "Jawing o£Genesis")

. Lees say, that in a world of piercing silence, vision is peripheral. And recall that it's
peripheral vision that catches whatever's not coming-straight at us:
WHAT'S GOOD WAlTS LONG

I
~

What's toad waits long, but no longer,
To burst like a night star when the eye
Happens to lift from another engagement,
Accidentally, but tidy (for the moment
Is ripe: if it must be at all, it !I1ust b~
Now, no later) and lingers where
It happened, seeing nothing, not even
The unexpected passage, which
Was all that really happened,
Of a now cold unaccountable star.

;
1
o

i

.l

i

Peripheral vision is most acute when center vision is momentarilybIank, focused on
blankness. The eyes straight ahead and still, not working to adjust and assimilate. It gives
the sides their chance. And wonders happen. Ghosts if you like, or unremembered images.
Or the shadow that defines the substance. For example, if you paint a picture in two close
pure colors, then put a piece of white paper in the middle of it and stare hard at the paper
, for a while •.. when you look aside at a blank space of wall you'll see your painting in its
true (n~t technical) complementary colors. A lot of this goes on in these poen1S.
And a lot that contradicts it.
BOOKS
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Take as theme the author's view ofLa Fontaine:
Such things are fables made of, mortal
beasts conaled in sudden clearings
till the moral closes jaws
upon us, poor unwinillg morsels.
(from ''Reading Miss Moore's La Fontaine")

Wells most of his poems also are fables) fables of change from seem to be. Less told than
painted. Landscapes of identity. Under a darkening surface strong forms dart and swim,
only to recede at last and fix themselves into a picture. The wild spin of a thing revealed
-achieved. Achieved with power and responsibility. But finally still. In a rush of hard
g's, captured and titled.
It's not simply a mater, of whether you like this or not. Edwin Honig has "an ability
to closeup his poems •.•. an ingredient without which there can be no major poetry."
Says Oscar Williams on the cover. I say that these days only in m!1thematics do equations
liberate. The poems themselves say they don't like it. Being asked to do their job twice,
or serve as lintels for a last line. (Compare "Sleepers" with "A Passing Snowbird Asked";
or see what happens in the final stanza of "A Beauty that Rages n .)
Is experience so much a thing to be learned from? Or isn't that insistence finally the
power of reduction-the power that tires and starves us?
The, answe~ is half a yes. The other half belongs to its opposite. So halfway, then, the
drawstring insights starve the poems, eat off their greenness. The greenness that is there,
line·by line, image by image. So·much seeing along the way of the poem that it either
dwarfs the final unifying pressure or is robbed by it.
. There's a point at which action is reduced to style. In our poems as in ourselves. And
where cast of mind, what we are, regrets its limited waters and flings elsewhere, only to
give new lisP. the old name.
For instance in these poems from time to time you feel the poet's attraction to the
substantives of antiquated slang: dago, gazabo, runt. Strange fish that don't swim naturally in the speech of this book. A reaching outside for images from a world where the
poet felt but never fraternized. And yet it's exactly here that he makes his crucial·
statement:
I saw them dancing,
the gazabos, apes of joy, swains of
their pocket mirrors, to each a world:
a dancing, a gallumphing, a guzzling
of themselves ••••

Friends, multit\Jdes, oh lifelong shadows: aro
you my filth, my worn out longings,
my poems that dog me
till I diet
(from "The Gazabos")
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In the end the power of his feeling-the personality of it-prevails. The dattmd~
things get assimilatedl Not that the ambivalence doesn't remain. But the cumulative~£fect
generated in the book works to make the ambivalence more apparentthanrea1. Ors()I
think. As I think the individual reader's reaction totbis central.circumstance wi1l1at~y
govern his evaluation of the work.l .
For myself, the book less creates an aura than is one. The aura I tried to set out early
in these remarks. It remains a world of dark silences. despite the glint of word and tumble
of image. Many of the poems explicit inthought~seem in remembrance wordless. Or a.
single poem may be a wondero£ sharp depiction (e..g.) "Do You Love Me?"), yet it joins
in defining shadow. As if whatthe poetis talkUlga.bo\lt is not what. he's Jinally saying. Or
as if his is the painting I lift my eyes from to see in.a stare the complemenL
Finally then, the poemsto~etlier are ~omething else than the 'poems apart. And they
make a sum beyond 41. Which means he .ha.sdonethe unusual inpoerrycollections-he
has made a book•
.I think this is a pertinent sample from it:
. SPEECH
'----

_

In the weedy gardens of October, rattling
the dead leaves, the dead came calling,
bringing their dream:
. an afternoon wine through which
we breathe ethers of sun setting.
They wreathe round us the probing haze
and in us press vineyards of their
lost knowing: a last
late cry, a tired glow
is groping, clings, breathes up and dears
The silent wall as faintly in us
unborn children creep,
crawl up to breath<;
.
this wine, this haz~, this seething dream of almost knowing.
Who if not they, bomiwing our beingthe dead alive, the unJ)orn
living-teach out,
'
almost bestow us, unwished
cradles and small crude tombs?
.

•

:,

\
\
'

1

I

-K~'l'd!h Lttsh

.

Mr. Lash is teaching literature and art history at Califotnia School of Fme Arts in San FrantJscol. He is a
former editor of NMQ. His one~aet play, The Collet:tors, will be produced by the ActorsW~rkShop in
.
th at aty.

•

~

.~'!.

..

t. For a diHerent view of Edwin Honig's poetry,
AutuIml, 1955),253-1>1.
.
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THE STRUCTURE AND DYNAMIGS OF THE PSYCHE, by C. G. Jung. Vol. 8 of the Collected
Works. New York: P~theon Books, 1960. Bollingen Series XX. 606 pp. $6.00.
The completed edition of eighteen Of more volumes of the Collected Works of C. G.
Jung will represent the most definitive source of Jung's writings in English. It will contain revised versions of earlier writings, works not previously translated and works
originally written in English.
To return to Jung after a lapse of several years is to realize again how diversified
are the interests of such a mind and how challenging the ideas it creates. One .really
ought to put in some serious training before renewing contact. An ideal way would be
to study the major religions and their beliefs, the history and significance of symbolism,
cultural anthropology, the philosophy of sCience and all available studies of psychic
phenomena. If one has previously studied such things, then a refresher course is required.
The breadth of the assoCiations, the wealth of allusions to mysticism, religion, culture
and symbolism and the striking erudition of Jung are without equal in the realm of
psychology. Consequendy, it is impossible to evaluate such writings, such theorizing,
within ~e norxn3l context of evaluation in psychology. ~e writings of most contemporary psychologists are markedly empirical and their contributions can be evaluated
against the canons of scientific methodology and procedure. However, Jung is at one
and the same time a poet, a metaphysiCian and a psychologist. The psychologist can only
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be evaluated within the many other facets of his personality. To view the psychologist
\
independendy is to lose the man.
The present volume contains eightee~ essays of highly diversmedconterit dealing
with such topics as psychic energy, instinct ~d the unconscious, the plaee of the heredity
concept in psychology, dream psychology~ the soul concept, psychic, phenomena and
death. These essays are organized aroun~ three major essaysfitit published in 1928;
1946 and 1952, respectivdy. These are en~ded, 4'On Psychic' Energy," "On the Nature
of the Psyche" and "Synchronicity: An /Acausal Connecting Principle."
The first of these three essays deals/with Jung's libido theory, one of the. 'primary ,
reasons for the intdlectual divorce of Freud and Jung. Here, Jungc;1efends, his 'position
and clarifies it for his critics, clearly indicating how it resembles that of Fteudand
equally clearly how it is differentiated from Freud's position.
"The defect of the Freudian view lieS in the one~sidednessto which the niec~stic
causal standpoint always inclines, that is to say, in the all-simplifying reductio ad~ausam,
which, the truer, the simpler, the more inclusive it is, does the less justice to the product
thus analyzed and reduced."
And'later: "Sexual dynamics is only one particular instaIice in thetotalfie1dof the
psyche. This is not to deny its existence, but metdy to put it in 'itsproperplate~"
For Jung 'the distinction between his. viewpoint and that of Freud is not simply a
matter of relative emphasis on the significance and meaning of sexuality. It is primarily
a matter of approach to events. Having first distinguished the two 'varieties of approach,
he classifies that of Freud as mechanistic-causal and his own, emphasis as ;energic~ttna1. '
The second essay, "On the Nature of the' Psyche," is an excellentsummary<>f the
basic theoretical position of Jung. With a plethora of illustrations frotn ~e1igion.,an.thro
pologicaI data and symbolistic studies, Tung clarifies and defends his '·notioIlSofthe
unconscious, its relationship to consciousness, the collectiveunconsc1ousand·theatchetypes. The reader who is meeting Jung for the ~t tUne might benefit from reading
first the short but brilliant exposition of Jung~s position by Frieda Fcrdham (aPelic.an
Paperback). 'Her work, in the opinion of the reviewer, represents the best available preparation for a study of Jung's writings. -However, it should not serve as a substttute:,indeed it cannot.
The third major essay is perhaps the most controversy-arousing of Jung's career.
'Jung's concept of "Synchronicity" and his discussion of the phenomena of extrasensory
perception undoubtedly will attract the attention of the lay reader. The conceptofsynchronicity is sufficiently complex to be outside the scope of the present review. Remain-·
tains that "synchronistic events rest on the simultaneousocturrence of twot:1i1iettnt
psychic states. One of these is the normal, probable state (i~e., the-one that is causally explicable), and the other, the critical experience, is the one that tannotbe derivedcausa1ly
from the ~t." However, lung's ready acceptance ofthe findings ofRbine alldt()ll~gues,
the s~ed extrasensory. perception research, is somewhatsurpnsing. His claim that
"up to the present no·critical argument that cannot be refuted has been btoughtagainst
these experiments') seems rather extravagant. Apart from the classic critiques of Wolfle
BOOKS
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and Gulliksen in the late JO's (which the reviewer believes are still valid), what of Price's
recent (1955) analysis of such experimental evidence? Most psychologists do not take the
position that extrasensory phenomena do not exist: they merely assert that adequate
scientific evidence to support. such phenomena does not yet exist.
In conclusion, as always in reading Jung, one is both stimulated and somewhat exasperated.So many valuable insights are· coupled with so many unanswered questions,
statements that are based on evidence with statements that are ~atters of faith.
-Edward Nolan .
A native of Scotland, Dr. Nolan was graduated from the University of Edinburgh in 1952. He came to
the U.s. in 1952 as a Graduate Fellow in Psychometrics at Princeton University, where he completed his
M.A. in Psycho~etrics and his Ph.D. in social psychology. He has been Assistant Professor of Psychology
at the University of New Mexico since 1957. Together with a colleague, he is preparing.a book for
Charles Merrill Co., entitled ConlmJporary Areas of Psychology.

ANGIENT BALLADS TRADITIONALLY SUNG IN NEW ENGLAND, ed. by Helen Hartness Flanders from the Flanders Ballad Collection, Middlebury College, Vermont. Critical analyses
by Tristram P. Coffin. Music annotations by Bruno Netd. Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania Press, 1960. 344 pp. $10.00.
Two areas in America are notable for their preservation of ancient folklore from the
British Isles: the Southern Appalac.mans and Upper New England. Having remained
. relatively isolated from the main currents of industrialism, they have come to be con- .
sidered in the twentieth centurythe principal depositories of traditional literature of British
origin. One of the forms of such literary expression, the traditional ballad, is the subject of
Ancient Ballads Traditionally Sung in New England, Vol. I, compiled and edited by
Helen Hartness Flanders of Springfield, Vermont.
Mrs. Flanders ranks among the primary collectors of traditional ballads in the English language, having given us in recent years A Garland of Green Mountain Songs, Bfll-.
lads Migrant in New England, Vermont Fol!(-Songs and Ballads, andother works on the
ballad in New England. In these and in her latest work she has ably pursued an editor's
4lterest in British balladry that in itself follows a tradition among English-speaking
people, dating from unknown monastic scribes of the thirteenth century who copied down
ballads of religious theme, through Thomas Percy and Joseph Ritson of the eigh~th
.century and Sir Walter Scott and Francis J. Child of the nineteenth century. The Flanders
Ballad Collection at Middlebury College. contains some nine thousand traditional songs.
This book is Volume I, of what, it is hoped, might ultimately be a series of volumes
representing a variQrum of ancient British ballads collected in New England. It follows
the Child ·system of numbering and arrangement of ballad tides, letters being used to
identify individual New England variants of each ballad. Volume I includes· ballads 1
through 51 of the total 305 in the Child collection. The tunes are definitively annotated
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with a system of letters and numbers by musicologist Dr.-Bruilo Nettlto:show variants of
tonal theme. and to give an exact representation of the nuances oftone thatsingersoffolksongs conv~y in their individual,renditions.
One ofthe most valuallie features is the series of criticalanalyses byTris~ P. Coffi.n~
who is given too little credit. A vast amount '-Of scholarship' has .gone into- the terse -paragraphs appearing at thebeginningof~ch ballad chapter, which teview the 'history of each
narrative fu.European and American folklore along With iinpoitant siIIill.atitieso£ variants. These are writtenwith a continuityr~mark3,ble forai:larea .0£ scholarship.diat so~e
quently defies coherence. It is one aspect of th~ boo~,apart£rom.the bal1adsthemselYes~
. which certainly should appeal rothose with-casual interest in baUadsas well.as toth~
ballad s.cholar.
It is particularly interesting to compare ballads of New England to those, of oth.ert~
glons in America. We or the West and Southwesdiveon the~geof )3r,itish.b::ln~dry. The on.lYsignificant depository jwest of the Mississippi river is theP~k.Mouptflill;area,
populated by folk predominantly of Appalachianantestr,y. The ,British.ballaclIIloveq-uno
the forested eastern portion of Texas with the pre-Civil War advanceofthe eottOll planta..
tioneconomy, but it did no! move in. significant .Iltmlbers ontothe:.catt1e.,.taJ:1chillgpl~~
of West Texas. It did not move west of the- Qzatks.mto'Oklahonia. BeId¢n~s ;-collection
sh.ows it in Missouri, burit did nounove westward into Kansas. S0tlteliIleo~,deitlateation
-'- gaesIlorthward. Except in isolated instances ofinformants moving ftdni
~ast; British
balladS have not been found in the Pacific Far West as litel'atureof oralnaditloh.
What of the region in between-~e Ohio and Mississippi river valleys? The British
ballad has been found in abundance in these areas, as indicated by the collections of ]~~dy
in Ohio, Gardner and Chickering in Southetn' Michigan, Etewster in mdIaha,iandHudson in Mississippi. Certain distinguishable trends_can be noted in hallads:£rom;mese'c611ections when compared with the ,Child ballads. The same trendsappear,-but -with lesS heque.ncy, in those of the -Appalachian-New Engla.r;td East.'I'J:iereis'atepdeiityt(iiedllce
the supernatural element in the Child balladtomQre r~listit tetpJS;thepiotoundttagedies
of unrequited love are often de-sentimentaliied; :and a threado£ humori$:ii1teiivoveJl
through most tragic motifs. A vaiiantcollettedbyLouise Porind mth¢-Micldle~'West presents the tragic scene between Barbara Allen and Sweet Willlatn'in
101lo\Ving. way:

me

me

HestretclIed out his pale whitehanq,
Expecting to touch hers,
.She hopped and skipped allover the floor,
And said, "Young man, I won't have ye."
Sweet William died on Saturdayn.ight,
And Barbara died on Sunday,
- Thc:.Old Woman died last of all,
She died on Easter Monday. -

Although this tendency to reduce the tragic and noble to the humorous and ;common.
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place is not lacking in Ancient Ballads Traditionally Sung in New England. the editors
lament its presence and wish for the purer Child ballad motif, as in the following comment
on Old Bangum (Child 18, Sir Lionel):
• • • it is surely :L classic example of degeneration through oral tradition. Left from the old tale
of the damsel in distress, ~e ravaging ogre:, and the courtly challenge is only a Crockett-like
burlesque of the backwoods.

On the contrary, it is not a degeneration at all. It is the natural process of oral tradition
manifesting itself. Compare the above COII11llent with the atmosphere of high good frontier
humor described by John Lomax when he ~ollected Old Bangum and the Boar in Texas,
in which Old Bangum is made to appear a silly old codger riding out to fight for his
young girl £riepd~ and we observe an example of the basic differences. between balladry in
the East and West. Ancient Ballads Traditionally Sung in New England is not to be interpreted, therefore, as being representative of British ballads throughout America, but we
are nonetheless pleased to welcome it as one of the bes~ of regional collections.
.

-Norman (Brownie) McNeil

President of the Texas Folklore Society from 1946-49 and Field Collector of Folksongs for the Library of
Congress in 1941, Dr. McNeil is Professor of English and Foreign Student Adviser at Texas A.&I. College in Kingsville. Publications of the Texas Folklore Society have included his studies· of the British bal-.
lad in the Middle West and Mississippi Valley and of the corridos of the Mexican border. His second
recording (the first album is out of print) is entitled Folksongs hy BroUln;~ McNeil, and is available
from Sonic Records in Austin, Texas.

A <;:OWsPONDENC:E OF AMERlCANS. by Jack Hirschman. Bloomington: Indiana University'Press, 1960.60 pp. $2.75.
r-

\

Jack Hirschman's A Correspondence of Americans is an interesting first book of
poems, interesting because it is its own demonstration of the youthful poet searching for
himself through a developing sense of the language. And if the search has led him to the
writing of a number of good poems, such poems have come about only after a struggle.
In his introduction to this volume~ Karl Shapiro writes that "The poet who has
evolved his own particular version of the language is u1timat~y the only interesting poet.
••• I am not talking about 'style,' which is usually no more than a polite variation of
the norm, but of invention itself." He means, of course, that Hirschman is such an
inventor. Yet surely invention and style go together; surely style~ when we recognize it,
is'that mark ofthe writer who is able to achieve his own means of grasping and expressing
reality. The main weakness of this book, then--and a w:eakness which is also a delight
for the curious reader-is the presence of two styles. For some of the poems ("Calligraph,"
"Tornado," "To Butler Waugh," "David and Saul") are written in one way, others
("Ikon," "2 x 4J" and some sections of "The Bestiary") in another. And the two styles
communicate themselves through two different voices: one is calm and orderly, revealing
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the speaker behind it by focusing upon a.place or person or object; the otherisdismptive
and chaotic, displaying itself by focusing upon itself.
"Calligraph"is a goodexampleotthe first. Here is
poem:

the

,

. Her hair hysteric:ai, thrown back at the sight "
Of the rose my thtobbiitg ooyhoodlitoI,Jght, . ,
Incerised. how the JXJattmme leapedfr.ommyblush
And struck a ttembling smile upon her mouth,

-/
I

-,il'
",If<

And how, drawing a tattered kimono close,
With fingers sQtt-aspounded paraflin,
She bent and lifted upatWn"nceked vase
To pUt the Bow,et'

m.

The phrasir;1g,the diction, the rhythm, even the general feeling--eacb ()f th~e"tlloyesin
and through a voice which is essentially concerned with som'ethingothel' than itself•. aut
the poet can lose control, can alloW' his voice to waver: the first section of "Impressions:
in the Perfect Tense" begins "1 have the two buns again I Fot your ~leepingcheeks, I
Bought in the dawn;s bakery." Alas,
Perhaps this explains why-in order to checkbilnself, in ordertoa'Void'stichanaive
and sentimental perception, Hirschman often' writes in ailother st)ile, arid one whith, is
clearly obvious in such a poem as "Ikon," written about Allen Ginsberg. Thefitststanza
His howl grabbed me by my high intangibles;
His humor, of the ghetto-American. riddled
Me silly -as Fosdick of the cops
My gassy dialectiCcscaping tobc611ed.
By dandnginbetween despairs,andllops.

is more sudden in its movement than is l<Calligraph,"tltere is' a deliberate uSe of slang
(and a playing with the words howl, gassy, pops), and the langUage 15 In3.;sthigglewith
itself, sometimes becoming abstract. Often, too, sticha voice takes '00 the 'qualities hfotlter
voices-Thomas, Yeats, and Hart Crane are present in some of the oth.erpOelns.1Jut ;they
are finally discarded.
And having discarded them, the pOet is able to.'find hiS most persuasive sj5eechin
pieces like "The Free and the Lonely," "A Marriage ~Deathand Love,u"ailt Sheridan}'
and ccA Correspondence of Americans." The begiIJ.ning of part V oft1tetitle poem seems
to indicate an attempt to bring together some of the aSpectS of the two earlier stYles: ,
Our images, Jim. have c:ometo the ice
Left monee drunkenly liftedClJ.ps.
the slow dissolutions. crystah::lc:ar,' ,.

In

Faces are st:uing,ofinfiilitefailure,up.

You at the otheI: end of the inevitable bar
Extending. dosscountry, the pick~tedhafbor
of youteyes; and. picketed,I at the other.
And inbetweenall our mad specterS:
BOOKS
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Hirschman's poetry, it seems to me, has led him on a journey which has taken him
away from-and brought him back to-himself. When he craftily gives his love over to
.his wit, when he looks hardin the mirror and shows us what he sees (in a language often
forced and overpowering itself), his poems are failures. But when he breaks the mirror
or looks through it, when ~e tempers his desire to fight with the language by overpowering it in the way a jujitsu artist overpower~ his opponent, his poems are successful. Then
we hear and feel a voice whose expression creates a lasting correspondence between poem
/~
and reader.
-Philip Legler

'-"

Teachedn the English Department of Illinois Wesleyan UniversitY, Philip Legler formerly was associated
with New Mexico Highlands UniversitY in Las Vegas. During the summer of 1961, he will work and
.
write In: Taos, on a grant from the Wurlitzer Foundation.

I

,\

"

\

Two new monographs of interest to
the anthropologist andaichaeologist are
The Great Kit/as of Chaco Canyon and
Theil' Relationships. by Gordon Vivian and
Paul Reiter, and Tab'e Rock Pueblo, An'zona. by Paul S. Martin and, John B.
Rinaldo~ The Vivian-Reiter publication surveys and describes the excavated great kivas
of Chaco Canyon, in San luan County,
New Mexico, and on the basis of several
excavated examples, attempts to define the
architectural characteristics of the great
ruin. There are a number of photographs
and charts. It' is Number 22 in the monograph series published by' the School of
American Research and The Museum of
New Mexico. The price is $2.50'
The Chicago Natural History Museum published Table Rock Pueblo, An'zona, as Volume 51, Number 2, in its
Fieldiana: Ahthropology series. In 1958,
Rinaldo and Martin excavated a fifty-room
pueblo, located on a low sandstone hill
about 500 feet east of the present channel
of the Little Colorado River and about one
mile east of St. Johns, Arizona. TheS5.50
monograph care£u11y describes dimensions
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and physical details of the pueblo, classifies
and separates pottery types and artifacts.
Maps and photographs complement the
text.
• I
Ethnologists and archaeologists will be
glad to know of a new study just published
by the Peabody Museum of Archaeology
and 'Ethnology, Cambridge, Massachusetts:
Post-Cranial Skeletal Characters of Bison
andRos. by Stanley J. Olsen. An osteological history of bison andbos precedes the
excellent skeletal drawings by Andrew
Janson.

ARRoyo, CHACO CANYON, by
Neil M. Judd. Washington, D.C.: Smith·
sonian Institution, 1959. 256 pp., 55 plates,
45 figures, paper. $5.00•
Neil Judd here offers his long-awaited
report on the architecture and cultural antiquities of Pueblo del Arroyo, one of the
Chaco's ten major anasazi villages located
in northwestern New Mexico. This fol·
lows as sequel to hist Material Culture of
Pueblo Bonito (1954) and brings nearer to
completion a review of his operations conducted, in Chaco Canyon between 192'1-27
PUEBLO DEL
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undersponsotship .of the National Geo~aphic Society.
~- .The ·pt~ent work repr~ents -Judd's.
syhth~is· o£the.fieldnot~ andaptelimi- nary ~926 reponmadebyhisassistant,.Karl
Ruppert,Jo whom Juddde1egateddiiectiP11

enough <lataIa!" 'm.eagerl'POID.1Ilea5uiements :andacuiSoty~exaiJ:ilil.ation'of·the

strUctute's;signi1icanc¢~W~atstuden~.nuss
hel'e,hQwe.\Tet,:they wiU.fut<l"in.R.:~I:doil
Vivian's' ·1:l#bliatl/···$i~· ~i1~t1.,if)ther<t.tri ..
WJZl1~d·St1'#~tu,.e~·~NatiQnll11>ark·S¢ftite;

Washington, ,I),C. :(9,9),.,:~er:th()rPl1ghJy
the major efIort at n¢lghbor- ex~~atingthc='Slte.iQ-1950-,ViY~.(:~~c1u4!
ingPueblo Bonito•.:Ruppen's iaskextended edthat: Del .Arroyds.~Tri-"':aU~to~etlier
from sununer,I9~3, intermittentlyilirough withnearbylGrf1{1etso;~d'pr~¥~DlY7~e\V
theenext three seasons.,Duringthis ~1:j44 ·Alto.an~.-Ghi~Uit<l;~'r~preseIltiije·c1~~':
ground.;floorrooms andikivas'of.the:mairi oIa :Iliig-::ltiou tnto·¢h~c~.9f. &(~!~11J~g7
Dei Arroyo unit wereexeavated. Juddesti. nousl'0pulati(>nWit1l$tro~gn()ttfierp.$~
mat~ that the .four-story pueblo onCe .Juan ties."
_
.
Judd uses apQttery;tyJk:nomenclature
contamed a toW of 284 lOOms, which,with
. a projected population of about 475,wol1ld _ of -his·ownj'aIidbases-'1tiS:Rn~gs.l)n,-tht
make- this pueblo' roughly half the 'sizeof sheid~alysis .tl.1ade'~f:Ii)eliAi-rQY6:and
Bonito and Chetto Ketl. Bonitoin1925hyFrankH.H;R.()beIt$JJr~
Pueblo del Arroyo is D-shaped. the and Monl'oe'1\msden.- .
wings :extertding eastward and projecting
'0£77,40$ .sh~l'dstaketHioinDel~i~-
intcithe connecting arc of single~tierJ:()()ms _ yo, Judd'saysthat-,6,6r4,.Oi"lnore"th,an'8
that em;:lose a central court. .Masorlryand percent,wereChaco-san"'Juan":(cMcElrii°
sherd evidence; together with tree-ring bIw)•••Next..jnorder~f£reguen0'?~,p!aces
dat~1052-ut7 A.D., place thepuc:blo~s
Early Hach~e,Whichca,ppea~<t~l>e:'tIle
period ofconstrUction andoccupa.n~.Ute sameasGant1P.b{W''4~5''~r}¢e.n~~.~;Eate
Classic chaco or R m era. Occ:upation Hachure,ot•. ChacohlVt'·_3'7i~1';ceJlr.'Tuaa
covered a relatively lillliteds~n·of·t:ime. $uggests,thatPel.Atr9yo(inli~bf.t#tt$·~~te, _
Judd .suggests a withdrawal of Chaco te$i- closer, .$Ocial1Y.·.Md;ec:()nQ,~9fl1Yi·d·tq'>the
dents in th~laterperi()d of occUpancy,.~d -morerecent··.ol'in.imig~t··pc)n1~IloF't1le
an in-migtation o£people 11lovipg down population:ofPuebloBoni'o~·theY-~ere
·to.the'.older1·.otttt1e·ChaC()~~ppttiijIi;;afid
from thenotthern San JuaJl c:o~try.
Architecturally andothetwise; .pel thatPueblo delAnoyoWasfUst;(i£;th~ctwQ
Arroyo's most interesting [carore of differ- villages to be vacated,"···
eneeis a circular tn-walled -compleX of
.On·tlieibasis'o£a~aila~le~~~r1ng'~~esJ
rooms and associated kivas.., bondedirtto the at.teastj·tlielastpointis·.-.tenaDledli.ther~;.
center of 'the pueblo's west wall. .Judd Wa11sttt1ctttteatI)el~oyoi~Via#';t()iuid . ,
traces the rdationship.'o£thiS'unit to similar one.·{)flivepoleS&1bsig51ye:a:·~tti1ig':~~e
"tower"struetures found iD.~outhWestem -OFII09··.This,••with.tb~~~riil~~t~;lci1~\Vn
Colorado and Utah, andlliarksittlearlyas for .'ihe'puel>loitSel£,•. ltI7"c~InP~c:S"'ith
an· importation- imposed upon the Chaco Bbnito's·l~terin.gqat~}~f:J:?f()~"\TiYi~$\1$
culture. R~ppert's pattial excavatiott, how- gestsihowever~that:;themri~W~.i~l'9te .
ever, app;tts to have proVided Judd only nlight·havebeenre~used-,ahitmamtaiIl~·un"
rfparti~Del Arr~yoexcavation ~ncUt
~endy With
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equivocally that the Tri-Wall structure was
built when Del Arroyo. was entering a
if period of .decline. and abandonment.
Judd"s reportis a val'Qable contribution
to the widening knowledge of Chaco Canyon archeology. All who are interested in
'that field will wish himgodspeed in the
preparation of his remainiD.g material.
-Frapk McNitt
A newspaperman currendy based iit,.liassachusetts.
Frank McNitt is the author of a biography, Rkhard
Wdherill: Anasazi. During the summl~ of 1960 he
spent some time at Teec-tso-secad. ~ew Mexico.
working on a projected history of Indian trading
posts.

POUTICS AND GMSS: The Administration
of Grazing on the Public Domain, by Phillip O. Foss. Seattle: Universio/ of Washington Press, 1960. 246 pp. $4.50.
The author is at his. \>est in making
clear the va1i~ty of his major thesis that
the principal policy makers in the administration of grazing policy on federally
owned· range lands are Western stockmen
acting through an advisory board system.
There is validity to his contention that "The
policies formed by this group have generallyacted to' perpetuate the status quo' ill
range use and to maintain a minimum rate
grazing fee. Unrestricted competition for
the range has been eliminated but little
range improvement has ~een accomplished.1i
.
:"
Exception must be taken to the statement (p. 7) that "These lands have little
econo~c value at present;' in fact. it is
contradicted (p. 197) by the information
that in 1955 they supported over two million cattle, six million sheep and lesser
numbers of horses, goats and big game as
well as' possessing recreational values,
marketable timber and watershed useful·
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ness. The idea (p. 7) that n. • • they will
become increasingly important as agricultural technology develops and as population pressure increases" is not substantia.ted..
The development of forest service
grazing permits is ignored, comparisons
being made only of national forest grazing
fees and grazing district fees.
Material in the extensive chapter on
the public domain has been thoroughly covered by other writers." More useful here
would have been a history of development
.of the local grazing customs and usages
(which came to have quasi-legal significance) in force prior to the Taylor Grazing
Act of 1934.
A list of maps, charts and tables would
have been helpful.
-Victor Westphall
Holder of the Ph.D. in liistory from The University
of New' Mexico. Victor Westphall lives in Albuquerque. The: UNM .Press will publish his book.
The Puhlic Domain in New Merico. 1854-1891.

TARGETS Number 4 is illustrated
with the Mimbres Indian designs drawn by
Harriet Cosgrove, which were reprodu~d
in New Mexico Quarterly in Spring-Summer 1957 and in Summer 1959 issues. Targets is a new quarterly of poetry edited by
W. L. Garner. Contributions of poetry and •
art work and subscription orders may be
sent to Mr. Garner at Casabuelo, Sandia
Park, New Mexico.

"The legal processes involved in establishing recognition of Spanish and Mexican
land grants in New Mexico had as one of
the results the accumulati~~ by_the federal
government of a consider:tble body of early
documents relating to New Mexico. These
NMQ XXX:3
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documents, 2long with records·o£ the Sur- ography (which is noW' out ofprint)reveyor Gener21 of New Mexico and the files corded the Texas·impri.t:lts, Part' Il,>the
of the· Court of Private Land Claims, are Mexicaninlpriuts. Thetwi>YoluIll~of-Patt
presently housed in the offices o£the U.S. III~oIl1prise 600 pages, and thec$etsells ior
Bureau of Land Management in Santa Fe; $25.00. 'Thomas Streeter,is\a past president
New Mexico." In 1955, The Uroversity,of of·· the· BibliographicaLSodetyof America
New Mexico Library undertook the large and the American Antiquarian Society.
tasko£ arranging, filming, and indexing
Anyone interested in.. WesternJ\m,erithese papers. The UNM Press, launching
its newly created Library Series in The Uro- cana should writeto.J.R. Reynolds,BO()kversity of New Mexico Publications, has seller, 16031 Sherman, Way,Van1S1uys,
issued A Guide to the Microfilm of Papt:t's California; and asktobeputonhis mailing
Relating to New. Mexico Land Gr4nts, ,.list. Mr.. Reynolds'catalogs:areexcell~I1t
prepared by Albert James Diaz. It serves examples of creative book merc1;landising.
as a guide, by means of folP' separate cro~ His Catalogue No. 61, dedicated to '%e
indexes, to the sixty-three reels of mi~ro West and Eugene Manlove Rhodes," confilm on this subject in the UNM Library. tains two essays by W. H. Hutchinson and
Librarians and historians working, with W. C. Tuttle. Hutchinson, "Rhodes" scholNew Mexican land grant materials will ar mdbook review critic for' the San Franfind this volume a valuable reference tool. cisco SundayChtonicle"surns up his feeling
There is a particularly 'interesting section for Rhodes in this manner:
"To me, 'Gene Rhodes· haspreserv~d
containing a "Checklist of Mwlimentsof
for
all time onebriefand·'Violent's,eg'Ptle of the Baron of Arizona"-listing
mentoftheAmerican .experience.-microfilm copies of the evidence introduced
captured. it forever inthc·clear;aIJlber
by James Addison Reavis in 1883 to support
ofa joyous, dancing,· illuminated
his claim to a huge ar~ of land in eastern
prose."
Arizona and western New Mexico. David
Otis Kelley, the University of New Mexico Thirteen pages of. the catalog are devoted
to 2 selection of out ofprmt·and>new writlibrarian, oversees the new series.
ings, either by or about Eugene Manlove '
The Harvard University Press recently Rhodes, whichMr;ReynoldsoffersJo.rsale. '
released Volumes 4 and 5 (comprising Part The entries are· annotilted,. and there··ate,
III: United States and European Imprints) sixty-nveof. them. Included. ·are' such
ofnom~s W. Streeter's Bibliography of .Rhodes items as four I92onlUDbersofthe
Texas, 1795-1845. This bibliography 're- Saturday EveningPost whichcarneda
cords for the first time a large number of .serialization ofthenovel,Seepsons'o!I.Jght.
books, pamphlets andothet printed ma- And literary scholars of. today might .be
terialspublished in the United States and interested, in· an editorialwlUchappeared
Europe in this period. During these years, inCOl/iet'I, November 29,1924. Titled'«cA
Texas was first a remote province of Spain, Dear School;" ~ itRhodesdanmsiR Seott
then. one of the Mexican states, and linally Fitzgerald'sideasoneduc:atingthe youngan independent republic. Part I of the Bibli- er ge;nerationf
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Twayne Publishers, Inc., recently revealed plans for the Twayne United States
Authors Series, books designed to present
in clear, concise' English the facts of the
lives of the authors relevant to their literary
publications and to offer an analytical-critical interpretatio;oftheir works. The series
is under the direction of Sylvia E. Bowman,
professor of English at Indiana University.
The first books, which will appear in the
Spring of 1961, are William Faulkner by
Frederick J.. Hoffman and John Steinbeck
by Warren French~
Other volumes planned for 1961 in.

clude a new study of Stephen Crane by
Edwin Cady, Edgar Allen Poe by Vincent
Buranelli, John Dos l!assos by John H.
Wrenn, John G. Whittier by Lewis Leary.
Dr. Bowman:l believes that the series
"should serve a valuable purpose in bringing up to date much criticism about some
of the moderns, and it will certainly attempt
to dust off a few of the older American
wri~ers:'
.
:More than sixty books are under contract. When published, each will contain
approximately 160 pages and a selective,
annotated bibliography.

Bead Notes
The wife of a director of World Health
Organization in Geneva, Switzerland, ELIZABETH 'CHESLEY BAITY is a free-lance writer
and journalist. She has traveled "almost
everywhere except Russia and China. I have
lived in. South America, Europe, Asia,
Africa, Indonesia." Mrs. Baity holds~~. B.A.
and B.S. degr~e from Texas UIiikersity
for Women, an~ an M.A. in psych810gy
from the Unive~ity of North Carolina. Her
many publications include lyric poe~ in
Atlantic, l{arper's,Saturday Review. Beloit
POCt1'y Journal,~ and in several national
women's magazines; Americans Before Columbus,- a book cited by the Netv York
Herald TribufJe as "best of the year"; and
America Before Man. which WOD North
Carolina's Mayflower Cup. Although she
has lived allover the world, Mrs. Baity
states that her "poetic images cluster mostly
around the Southwest-desert· themes.
Never Asia or Africal" ,

a

KENNETH BEAt1DOIN works at the
Complaint Desk, in the Detectives Division
of the Memphis, Tennessee, Police Department. His work has appeared in North
Carolina fJuarterly, Furioso, Inferno, Western Humanities Review. Saturday Review.
The N alion. and in litde magazines in Canada, New Zealand, Greece, Italy, England,
and Japan. A forthcoming collection of his
poems bears an in'teresting tide: Memphis
Haiku. In reply to our request for detiills
about unusual experiences, Mr. Beaudoin
replied: ccI am alive. That has always impressed me as being sufficiently unusual."
Formerly editor of Poetry magazine
(Chicago) and of theUniversity of Chicago
Press, HAYDEN CARRtT1'H is now se1£-employedas a free-lance writer and editor. He
has published verse and criticism in many
literary and general magazines;:- in 1959
Macmillan published a volume of .his
poems, The Crow and the Heart. Also in
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